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in the restore 1a report, project partners began a
voyage of discovery, drawing together some of what
was already known about relevant policy and
legislation and how this applied to mineral extraction
and restoration. in part it did this by explaining the
context of eu, national and sub-national legislation
and policy frameworks and by beginning an analysis of
how these apply in the arena of work on mineral site
restoration. at the same time it started teasing out the
differences and similarities that existed in different
parts of north West europe and it turned its attention
to existing good practice – its nature and extent.

this report directly grows out of what has gone
before and continues that exploration further,
looking in greater depth at the relevant legal and
policy frameworks; how they work in reality and the
kind of impact they have. it explicitly draws upon
and considers what constitutes good, (and, by
inference, less good), practice and how work that
is being done now can be better understood and
explained to others.

minerals in europe
the geology of europe is complex and varied; this
gives rise to a range of different types of materials
being extracted in a range of places in different ways.
this in turn means that sites of different types and
sizes are restored in a number of different ways for
varying reasons and with a variety of results and
impacts. despite differences, the years that have
followed the large-scale eu enlargement of the mid
2000s in particular, have seen a marked movement
towards uniformity of standards in terms of what is
considered appropriate restoration (and indeed
whether it happens at all).

europe’s landscape is diverse in the extreme and
extraction happens where it does for all sorts of
reasons that are as much economic and social as
environmental. By its nature and scale, extraction
will tend to occur in non-built areas – rural or semi-
rural locations will therefore dominate on any map
showing extraction sites. With continuing urban
expansion, the trend is towards working peri-urban
locations as explained in more detail elsewhere
within the report.

extraction is a temporary and transient land use –
albeit that the timeframe over which sites operate
can cover a significant period within which
considerable change can take place (and over which
there is capacity for permanent changes and impact).

the nature of that which is extracted on a
commercial basis will directly affect post-extraction
restoration and can be broken into four categories
(the first three being non-energy):

1. construction materials – aggregates made up of
sand, gravels, crushed and/or hard rock as well
as building stone;

2. specialist industrial minerals – such as silica sand,
kaolin, potash, fluorspar;

3. Metallic minerals – ores such as iron, copper and
precious metals; and

4. energy minerals – coal, lignite, oil and gas.

it is construction materials which dominate the
sector across europe in terms of both volume and
geographical distribution and spread. the product
is typically of relatively low market value, which
combined with other factors, such as its bulk and
usually high transportation costs, tends to be used to
serve local/regional markets. Member states within
north West europe are largely self-sufficient in
aggregate production with the exception of two of
the countries represented within the restore
project – the netherlands and Belgium – where there
is a degree of reliance on imports from germany and
France. it is germany and France, together with
poland, who are the largest extractors of aggregate
in europe (source British geological survey 2012).
in addition to land-won minerals, there is a trend
towards, and increases in, marine-won aggregate,
with the netherlands, uK and denmark being the
three biggest producers. in addition to aggregates
there is also of course mineral which is extracted as
building stone and used for both construction and
decoration. this will include limestone and granite,
where it isn’t crushed for aggregate use and marble.

specialist industrial minerals – found in fewer places,
and therefore extracted in fewer places – will, by
their very nature, directly mirror geological patterns
in specific geographies. place names in material titles
are often a clue, for example cornish china clay
(Kaolin), caen stone or “Belgian Blue” whetstone,
carrara or Kilkenny marble. all parts of europe will
have their specialisms and goods will move
significant distances accordingly.

Metallic minerals can be split into precious metals
and lower value ores. With regard to the first, silver
working still goes on in ireland, parts of scandinavia
and parts of the iberian peninsula. iron and copper
will tend to originate in southern europe and
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exeCutive summary

this report is one of a series, produced as part of the
interreg iVB north West programme project restore.
see www.restorequarries.eu for further background and
details of work carried out by project partners in the uK,
Belgium, germany and the netherlands.

the project has brought together a mixture of partners from the public, private
and voluntary sectors. they have collaborated to look at the challenge of
environmental degradation across north West europe by developing a
framework for the restoration of mineral sites. this work has been done with
the intention of improving and highlighting benefits for biodiversity, habitats
and local people. restore addresses the barriers that currently exist to
delivering fit-for-purpose restoration plans capable of delivering maximum,
multiple benefits. in order to do so partners have shared knowledge and
experience across borders and on different types of site where different
challenges and different circumstances apply.

project partners have worked together exploring and developing existing
working practice in the development of policy and principles as well as in the
practical implementation of restoration works. Much of that work has been
captured in a series of reports authored by surrey county council. these reports
make up a suite of complementary information sources which act as a starting
point for further debate and action as well as highlighting the unique
contribution already being made by mineral site restoration in north West
europe and beyond.
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that it has no legally binding status. this provides an
overarching territorial policy framework and has
influenced spatial planning policy and sectoral
policies across european member states, regions and
local authorities. it recognises the interdependence
of different sectors and strategies – environment,
transport, economic, cultural, land and resource
management etc and the need for cooperation
including across borders.

the esdp contains reference to concepts such as
polycentric development and urban-rural linkages
and it is notable to see these sorts of notions being
picked up by the subsequent “territorial agenda”
(ta) first adopted by the eu in 2007. this revised
the esdp to give stronger emphasis to the
competitiveness of regions and cities as well as to
climate change concerns and territorial cooperation
and multilevel governance. Following the global
economic crisis, an updated territorial agenda
published in 2011 provides a vision for european
territorial development to 2020. its sub-title,
“towards a more competitive and sustainable
europe of diverse regions” is telling and yet
again reflects the clear focus on economic
competitiveness as per europe 2020.

the revised territorial agenda also takes into
account pressures from globalisation, demographic
change and energy supply and sets out six priorities
for eu territorial policy:

1. promote polycentric and balanced territorial
development;

2. encouraging integrated development in cities,
rural and specific regions;

3. territorial integration in cross-border and
transnational functional regions;

4. ensuring global competitiveness of the regions
based on strong local economies;

5. improving territorial connectivity for individuals,
communities and enterprises; and

6. Managing and connecting ecological, landscape
and cultural values of regions.

eu poliCy and
environmental matters
the eu has a very strong – and successful- package
of environmental policy underpinned with a menu of
different instruments some of which date back in
predecessor forms a considerable way.

For instance, the 7th environment action programme
(eap 7) – “living well within the limits of our planet” –

follows on from the 6th eap and guides eu
environmental policy through to 2020. indeed it sets
out a long term vision for 2050 which states that:

“In 2050, we live well, within the planet’s ecological
limits. Our prosperity and healthy environment stem
from an innovative, circular economy where nothing
is wasted and where natural resources are managed
sustainably, and biodiversity is protected, valued
and restored in ways that enhance our society’s
resilience. Our low-carbon growth has long been
decoupled from resource use, setting the pace for
a safe and sustainable global society.”

the environmental impact assessment directive
and the strategic environmental assessment
directive are both instruments of particular
relevance to restore. the eu biodiversity 2020
strategy is hugely pertinent to mineral site
restoration and the contribution towards biodiversity
targets that it has already proved itself capable of
making. intensive agriculture, forestry, fisheries and
urban sprawl are seen as the main threats to
biodiversity. habitat loss, pollution, over-exploitation
of resources, and growing impacts of invasive alien
species and climate change all contribute
cumulatively to the extent of the problem. there is
also a growing level of knowledge and recognition
about the importance of ecosystem services and its
interrelationship with biodiversity. ecosystems
provide a multitude of benefits to humanity, from
food, clean water and flood protection to cultural
heritage and a sense of place, to name but a few.
however, many of these benefits, known as
‘ecosystem services’, are under severe threat from
man-made pressures.

also closely linked to the eu Biodiversity strategy is an
eu-wide strategy on green infrastructure: enhancing
europe’s natural Capital. the eu-wide natura 2000
network of protected areas now comprises over
27,000 sites across 28 countries and forms the core of
europe’s green infrastructure in terms of biodiversity
and healthy ecosystems. the challenge is to
implement green infrastructure principles beyond
such protected areas and mineral site restoration
does exactly that in many different ways.

other fundamental pieces of european
legislation include:

• the habitats directive and the Birds directive
underpin the policies and aspirations of the 7th
eap and Biodiversity strategy. they have also,
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scandinavia but here might more typically be
exported in the form of worked products such as
ingots as opposed to in a raw state.

energy minerals – by which is meant minerals which
are extracted to produce energy by burning – are
mainly mined or drilled with work taking place
underground as opposed to being surface worked
(open cast extraction). Where open cast mining does
occur, this is invariably targeted upon coal/brown
coal/lignite and this often takes place on very large
scale sites in terms both of surface area and depths
reached. this raises issues of impact and scale
and the sometimes extreme depths can have
fundamental implications in terms of restoration.

the restore project is primarily concerned with
instances of open cast/quarried, rather than mined,
extraction and with the non-energy mineral and non-
marine sub-sectors. it also has a particular focus on
north West europe and in particular on the area
covered by the interreg B north West europe
programme area. this covers parts or the whole of
eight countries: Belgium, France, germany, ireland,
luxembourg, the netherlands, switzerland and the
united Kingdom and includes some of the most
highly developed and prosperous areas of the eu.

peri-urban north west europe
this sense of place and location is important and
needs to be understood. north West europe covers
around 20% of the total eu land area, but is home to
almost 40% of the population; it is complex and
crowded. it is already intensively developed and still
growing, and has of course experienced intensive
exploitation of a wide range of resources, including
minerals, over a long period. But now, increasing
pressures (demographic, spatial and environmental)
bring new challenges to this part of europe.
continued urban development and economic
success have a downside in terms of potential
landscape fragmentation and loss of biodiversity.
it is vital that we grasp the opportunity to manage
the development potential at the general level, in
more innovative and multi-functional ways to ensure
the natural assets of north West europe are retained
and enhanced – and of course this includes minerals
extraction and restoration of the sites where this
extraction occurs or has previously done so.

the member states of north West europe already
have well-developed spatial planning and governance
structures and capacity, and there is wide experience
and expertise in managing competing pressures.

this provides a firm foundation for future cooperation
to enable innovative solutions to be tested and
assessed in different contexts. in addition, policy ‘silos’
at all levels have to be broken down so that the various
competing challenges are met with in an integrated
way, and impacts are managed and unintended
consequences avoided by planners and practitioners
working towards the same sustainability goals.

For much of north West europe, mineral sites will
inevitably be located within complex peri-urban
spatial systems where there is Both urban and rural
development and activities. this typically means high
population density – core cities with patterns of town,
villages and suburbs. industry and business is
increasingly attracted to these areas, but at the same
time there is also found here open landscape with
agriculture, horticulture and forestry delivering
multiple functions for the large nearby populations –
including recreational open space. there will almost
certainly be complex transport systems including major
airports and other services for the urban and the peri-
urban populations including water supplies and waste
management. despite their crowded nature, these are
attractive and liveable areas where the quality of life
is often perceived to be higher than in core cities.

this peri-urban context provides a huge opportunity
for imaginative and innovative restoration focussed
on providing multiple services.

eu poliCy and territorial issues
although the eu has no formal competence for
spatial planning, it does influence much policy
making, and in turn eu policy and legislation has
a direct bearing on spatial planning practice,
regardless of its lack of full formal remit.

the goal of balanced and sustainable development
across the european union (cohesion policy) is no
longer just about economic or social cohesion. since
at least the lisbon treaty (2009) and especially in
light of the 2010 launch of “europe 2020” (the
european union’s ten-year high level jobs and
growth strategy), it also embraces the much broader
aspiration of territorial cohesion which, although
stopping short of explicitly assuming responsibility
over spatial planning, aims for greater territorial
integration supported by a consistent/coherent
sectoral policy framework and implementation tools.

the european spatial development perspective
(esdp) dates still further back to 1999 when it was
agreed by ministers of the eu member states, albeit
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in 2011 the european commission published its
communication ‘the roadmap to a resource
efficient europe’. in 2013 the 7th environmental
action programme included an element which called
for setting targets on land take and soil quality with
priorities to ‘protect, conserve and enhance natural
capital’ and bring about a ‘resource efficient, green
and competitive low-carbon economy’.

the potential that mineral site restoration has to
make in this regard is both considerable and
important as a simple list of relevant outputs
offered up by the ec makes clear:

• recycling of brownfield sites (technical issues
about classification notwithstanding);

• restoration of natural habitats and habitat
connectivity;

• creation of new habitats;
• provision of new resources – water, woodland; and
• provision of new services including recreational

and educational facilities.

the nature oF the beneFits
Who are the potential ‘beneficiaries’ of mineral site
restoration work? any sensible answer will constitute
a long list including local populations of all ages,
businesses – particularly in the service sector, visitors
(tourists), scientific/environmental practitioners and
researchers. and any of these beneficiaries get
multiple wins – educational; social; community
building; promotion of health and well-being; new
economic opportunities; better environmental
quality; and sense/pride of place, and more.

What high quality restoration essentially delivers
is high quality environment in its broadest sense.
it follows that benefit is well-nigh universal (and
indeed extends beyond the human race into flora and
fauna). to analyse the nature and extent of these
beneficiaries in a more meaningful way therefore we
might think about both a) nature and b) people.

local communities – benefits extend to residents
enjoying walks and runs, local school groups, anyone
who lives and/or walks nearby and has the
opportunity to access sites and use whatever
facilities are on offer. the health and wellbeing
dimension of attractive green/open space is also
increasingly coming to be recognised. visitors and
tourists are clearly beneficiaries, especially where
the final usage of the restored site is around leisure
and recreation – be it as users of a water-sports
centre or bird-watchers; golfers or a group of people

enjoying a picnic. these visits might be short – even
fleeting, or as part of a regular (possibly daily)
routine – and made frequently by the same people,
but they might also be part of a larger itinerary for
visitors coming from further afield.

groups such as non-governmental organisations
ngos will often come to do work on nature reserves;
this might allow valuable species recording,
counting, measuring, or investigation work to be
done. the local labour market often benefits, and
there is frequently a clear correlation between
particular restored sites and local jobs where people
for example are offering accommodation in the area
or where local existing retail operations are made
use of by visitors. the local economy more broadly
also often benefits, for example primary producers,
contractors who cut the crop (willow, grasses, straw,
reeds etc etc) on restored sites and the companies in
the subsequent production line process who might
dry, shred, pellet, and distribute/delivers goods for
use are all gaining from the restoration. similar
processes apply to wood as well.

Contributions and impaCts
this can be looked at from a number of angles. For
example, work towards delivering habitat creation
and species targets for Biodiversity 2020 has an
obvious synergy with mineral site restoration work.
a key point to note here is that the subject is often
approached in terms of work which helps halt
biodiversity loss, but mineral site restoration has the
potential to go a long way beyond that starting point.
there are specific contributions to be benefitted
from in terms of fully implementing the Birds and
habitats directive (contribution towards the target
of halting deterioration of species and habitats); in
maintaining and restoring ecosystems and their
services; in increasing the contribution of agriculture
and forestry to maintaining and enhancing
biodiversity; and, in a more general sense, of
helping to avert global biodiversity loss.

restored mineral sites can also add real value to
wider landscapes enhancing the natural capital and
improving land-use efficiency. For example, it can
contribute to short-, medium- and long-term
sustainability – restoring and managing landscapes
so that they have a viable future by providing
multiple services (to the natural world and to local
and visitor populations). site restoration can
promote and be an exemplar of multiple (multi-
functional) land use. For example, it is common to
see a restored site zoned so that it can provide
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over several decades, helped raise awareness
both of the important contribution of diverse
habitats and of birds and other species to
europe’s ecosystems, and of the need for vigilant
environmental management and conservation
in the face of pressures from development,
intensification of land use, climate change
and other threats.

• the water Framework directive came into force in
december 2000 to establish a framework for the
protection and management of water quality of
inland surface waters (rivers and lakes), transitional
waters (estuaries), coastal waters and groundwater.
implementation has been challenging and recent
assessments by the european commission
indicate that further action is needed if goals
are to be achieved.

• there is wide acceptance that risk of flooding
across europe is likely to increase in coming
decades. it is clear that, particularly for the
developed parts of europe such as north West
europe, there are significant risks of economic
and environmental damage. the Floods directive
of 2007 applies to inland waters as well as all
coastal waters across the whole territory of
the eu and aims to reduce and manage the
increasing risks that floods pose to human
health, the environment, cultural heritage
and economic activity.

Waste is a subject of huge relevance to mineral site
restoration given the extent that excavated sites
have been used as landfill:

• the waste Framework directive (WFd) of 2008 is
a fundamental document moving the treatment of
waste on from simple disposal, to systems built
around recycling and recovery. it sets out basic
definitions of waste, recycling and recovery,
including when waste ceases to be waste and
becomes a secondary raw material (so called
end-of-waste criteria).

• the landfill directive dates from 1999 and was
designed to prevent or reduce as far as possible
negative effects on the environment, in particular
on surface water, groundwater, soil, air, and on
human health from the landfilling of waste.

• that debate has now moved forward again and a
legislative proposal from the commission in 2014
puts forward plans for phasing out landfilling for

recyclable waste (including plastics, paper, metals,
glass and bio-waste) in non-hazardous waste
landfills by 2025 and is part of a wider vision for a
circular economy for europe aimed at reducing
waste of materials, boosting employment,
stimulating eco-design and innovation and reducing
greenhouse emissions and environmental impacts.

eu poliCy and planning/land use
land is a finite resource and across the eu is under
ever-growing pressure. this is a simple principle and
one that reappears throughout the restore project
echoing words used by the european commission
itself. there are a range of increasing and competing
demands for land for urban development,
infrastructure, agriculture (including bio-fuels) and
eco-system services. natural land is furthermore a
shrinking resource as it is increasingly converted into
artificial areas by soil sealing or becomes degraded.

land is also a constant source of potential or actual
spatial conflict. this is especially so across the peri-
urban regions of north West europe, where
competing needs for land use are at their most
extreme,. Mineral site restoration – re-creating or
restoring land – has the potential to be a powerful
exemplar, to show how good policy can be put into
practice, how pitfalls can be avoided and how
partnership working can reap multiple benefits for
all sorts of different stakeholders.

the eu policy and regulatory framework provides
the guidelines, the legal requirements and sets the
agenda for priorities. there are regulatory red lines
which cannot be crossed in terms of habitat
conservation, water and soil management, noise
and other pollution controls, but there is also a
growing emphasis on finding smarter approaches to
enable multiple benefits – environmental, social,
educational and, particularly, economic.

the european commission has been acting in the
last years to raise awareness of the value of land as
a resource for multiple purposes and to explore
options for delivering and managing multi-functional
land use. ‘We actively need to restore degraded land
and encourage land recycling, in particular by
supporting the regeneration of brownfields.
Hundreds of thousands of hectares of former
industrial or commercial land lie abandoned in our
cities and peri-urban areas.’ (Speech by .European
Environment Commissioner Janez Potočnik at the
Commission Conference ‘Land as a resource’
Brussels, 19 June 2014).
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in the restore 1a report, project partners began a
voyage of discovery, drawing together some of what
was already known about relevant policy and
legislation and how this applied to mineral extraction
and restoration. in part it did this by explaining the
context of eu, national, and sub-national legislation
and policy frameworks and by beginning an analysis of
how these applied (or previously applied) in the arena
of work on mineral site restoration. at the same time
it started teasing out the differences and similarities
that existed in different parts of north West europe
and it turned its attention to existing good practice.

this report directly grows out of what has gone
before and continues that exploration further,
looking in greater depth at the relevant legal and
policy frameworks. it examines how they work in
reality and the kind of impact they have. it explicitly
draws upon and considers what constitutes good,
(and, by inference, less good), practice and how
work that is being done now can be better
understood and explained to others.

it revisits restore report 1a in particular and,
where applicable, updates what is found there (with
details of recent developments); it takes the subject
matter addressed in 1a and runs it through the filter
of what has subsequently been drawn out as best
practice in different parts of the project.

policy is variously implemented at national, regional or
even sub-regional level in different places. this means
that processes look markedly different in one place as
opposed to another. it also means that the different
levels of involvement and the varying degrees of
influence and control look different in different places.
For example in some places a centralised process
denominates whereas elsewhere a much more
localised, bottom-up approach is adopted.

Where influence and responsibility is devolved, it is
also possible to detect a much wider variation in
delivery quality than is the case of centralised,
uniform systems. differences in interpretation of
legislation and policy and the emphasis placed upon
one element as opposed to another also become
manifest in the sort of decentralised regimes that
characterise a lot of work in germany, the
netherlands and France for instance as opposed
to the uK, ireland and Flanders.

there is an ongoing debate about the extent to
which legislation and policy is enabling as opposed
to inhibiting. this in turn raises questions about
what could be improved or changed. For example
could/should any of the best practice elements
highlighted within this report or within other
restore project documents be enforced by law or
further enshrined in policy guidance? in large part,
the answers to these questions remain speculative
but the restore project partners are clear that
there are lessons to be learned and further work to
be done. in this regard the restore Manifesto
published in June 2015 is very much a companion
piece to the current document and the two are
designed to be read in parallel.
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introduCtion

services for both nature and for human use for sport,
recreation and education. Where sites are located
in less rural areas there are different sorts of
opportunities to contribute to green infrastructure
initiatives, and given that many sand and gravel sites
will tend to be located in flood plains anyway and as
such are ideally located to contribute to flood
alleviation measures.

if we accept that land is a resource in itself then we
can say that restored sites themselves constitute a
new resource which can then be used to make
targeted contributions such as contributing to the
ways in which energy sources are secured
(extracted) and that process managed in a way that
itself minimises biodiversity loss, waste,
environmental impacts and negative effects on local
communities and landscape. there is also a key
contribution to be made to water supply and water
quality, water storage and water habitats. restored
mineral sites have potential for water supply storage,
an issue that comes ever more to the fore in
consideration about climate change more broadly.

and finally, there is a key economic dimension:
mineral site extraction is essentially an economic
activity and it is undertaken on a commercial basis
with the pursuit of financial profit as the ultimate
goal in ensuring adequate energy and mineral
material supply. it is a major source of wealth and
jobs and a significant contributor to general
economic growth and wellbeing. Mineral site
operations, from the pre-excavation stage right
through to restoration completion, themselves
provide employment and as such are part of the
local labour market offering roles at various skills
levels – from general labour through to highly
technical engineering roles. other employment
opportunities exist in the supply chain as might be
expected and this helps both create and maintain
jobs in sectors such as transportation, tree growing,
plant and seed merchants, technical consultants,
equipment production and maintenance, back office
services, etc. sites, once restored, have clear
potential to have beneficial impact on the local
economy (tourism, sport and recreation) and
therefore on the local employment market as well.

prinCiples oF best praCtiCe
restoration work
a set of best practice principles was developed as
part of the earlier stage of the restore project and
first addressed in the 1a report. the nature of each
principle needs to be explored further and scoped

against relevant policy and legislation, at the same
time starting to draw out national characteristics and
different sets of circumstances where these apply.

some of the restore best practice principles are
broad and in many ways overarching. For example the
“restoration-led mineral planning” principle whereby
restoration is identified/targeted right from the start
to guide the process (as opposed to serving as some
sort of after-thought as was often the case historically)
sits at the very heart of all the detailed work that
should follow. similarly, when we call for site
restoration plans to be written into mineral and wider
development plans, we are essentially in sum asking
for a bigger, more joined up process to be put in place
and enabled than is often the case at present.

in large part, the restore principles are about
maximising potential and enabling mineral site
contribution to make real the scope and scale of
benefits it might bring. For example, broader/multiple
contributions should be recognised and planned for,
and post-extraction land use should be planned for
in detail. short-term aftercare and long-term
management plans should be built into plans, and
contributions to biodiversity should be designed
in from the outset. a progressive and phased
restoration approach should be used and
enhancements (additional benefits that can be
achieved as opportunity arises) should also be
included in the approach used.

there are more technical and site-specific principles
to be adopted as well: non-operational land as well as
the land upon which excavation is directly occurring
should be included in restoration schemes, and
consideration should be given to what has already
been done on former sites to explore whether some
sensible “joining up” is feasible. the ways in which
waste materials are used appropriately to facilitate
site restoration is also a valid consideration, not
without its controversies and local, regional and
national differences, it is nevertheless the case that
the availability or otherwise of inert solid waste
needs to be recognised as an important issue in site
restoration work now and in the future.
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extent of permissible activity within locations with
particular characteristics and value.

it is important to remind ourselves that extraction is a
temporary and transient land use – albeit that
timeframe can cover a significant period within which
considerable change can take place (and over which
there is capacity for permanent changes and impact).
timeframe itself is an interesting concept: in the
context of geology – fifty years is certainly short term,
in planning terms it is not. there is a kind of paradox
here; a temporary extraction activity can have
permanent – or at least long-term – impacts. changes
to hydrology by accident or design, changes to
topography, changes to land use are all examples of
long term/permanent effects of a temporary
intervention. hence a balance has to be sought
between the short term impacts of extraction and its
longer term effects. this is key to planning and policy.

it does not follow of course that any restriction that
applies to the location of extraction activity also
applies to the location of final use of any extracted
material – however desirable a local source for
materials may be. this in turn leads us to think about
transportation of goods and the movement of
materials as an important import and export industry
as well as an industry (transportation) in its own
right. extracted construction materials are typically
bulky and therefore expensive to move. different
parts of europe will favour different transportation
methods and all modes are exploited to a large
degree and have been for a long time. here is an
example where real differences in different parts of
europe remain clear to see – the desire to move
materials by means other than road is universal but
high levels of transportation by water for example is
used to a far greater extent in continental northern
europe than elsewhere notwithstanding transport
modes, the desire to minimise transportation
distances and therefore costs, has led to the
development of a large number of extraction sites
catering for local and regional markets, and this
applies across the whole of europe.

a factor not to overlook when considering mineral
extraction across europe as a whole (and its
subsequent transportation) is that the process of
extraction of certain minerals such as uranium –
(albeit this is not primarily a resource found in
europe), and lead (more an historical issue) carry
with them a health hazard dimension. there are
also issues around risk of water and/or land
contamination resulting from extraction activity

which may lead to extra layers of legislation and
accompanying measures and which may have
implications for restoration. in addition, the
extraction of minerals such as gypsum and talc
for example has elements of hazard relating to
dust and respiratory conditions.

ConstruCtion materials
it is construction materials which dominate the
sector across europe in terms of both volume and
geographical distribution. the product is of relatively
low market value, which, combined with other factors,
such as its bulk and typically high transportation costs,
tends to be used to serve local/regional markets. that
is not to say that minerals are not transported within
and across europe, they certainly are, and for example
in places where a particular mineral resource has
been exhausted it will be imported from across
national borders. this in turn has consequences both
positive and negative; the economic benefit for the
exporter is clear but may not be at all apparent to
local residents who see an area being excavated so
that its raw material can be transported elsewhere.
Market distortions also come into play in this regard
and there have clearly been instances where
importation, and hence transportation – sometimes
over considerable distances, and certainly across
national borders – is judged to be a more economically
attractive option that local extraction on a small scale.

Member states within north West europe are largely
self-sufficient in aggregate production with the
exception of two of the countries represented within
the restore project – the netherlands and Belgium –
where there is a degree of reliance on imports from
germany and France. it is germany and France,
together with poland, who are the largest extractors
of aggregate in europe (source British geological
survey 2012). in addition to land-won minerals,
there is a trend towards, and increases in, marine-
won aggregate with the netherlands, uK and
denmark being the three biggest producers.

in addition to aggregates there is also of course
mineral which is extracted as building stone and
used for both construction and decoration. this will
include limestone and granite, where it isn’t crushed
for aggregate use, and marble.

throughout this section, we are really talking about
resource efficiency and there is reference later in
this document as to just how eu and sub-eu policy
in that area is specifically relevant to mineral
extraction. indeed, some of the literature which this
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mineral extraCtion
aCross europe
the geology of europe is complex and varied; this
gives rise to a range of different types of materials
being extracted in different places in different ways.

a genuine, in depth, europe-wide consideration of the
minerals industry is beyond the scope of this report
and indeed the restore project. nevertheless, by
way of scene-setting it is perhaps useful to realise that
the years that have followed the large-scale eu
enlargement of the mid 2000s have seen a marked
movement towards uniformity of standards in terms
of what is considered appropriate restoration (indeed
whether it happens at all). prior to that, there was also
often already felt to be a north-south divide in terms
of the extent and quality of restoration work in
europe. these, and any other, points about
differences and unevenness will need to be balanced
against a realisation that industry actors themselves
are often large multinational operators very much
concerned with rolling out common standards across
very large geographic areas. the particular focus of
this report is policy and legislation and especially
the impact of eu policy and law, so again we might
expect to see increasing homogeneity.

global trends within a global market have a clear
impact on what happens in europe in terms of mineral
extraction and headline issues such as food security,
general economic conditions, transport fuel costs,
international security and climate change (even
shifting consumer tastes, expectations and
preferences!) will all affect land-use and in turn how
much of which materials are extracted and what is
done to that land post-extraction. the economic
exploitation of minerals is often thought about and
understood within two distinct categories. the first
category is energy minerals as well as other substances
that are, as it were, considered minerals given the
purpose for which they are extracted (e.g. gas). the
second categorisation is again based on final use and
purpose and can be summarised as non-energy
minerals. this is archetypically about materials that are
extracted for use in industry, construction and our daily
lives – see 1, 2 and 3 below for details of the normal
sub-differentiation that follows (all of which said, peat,
for example, straddles the two categories!).

the nature of that which is extracted on a
commercial basis can be broken into four categories
(the first three being non-energy):

1. construction materials – aggregates made up of
sand, gravels, crushed and/or hard rock as well
as building stone;

2. specialist industrial minerals – such as silica sand,
kaolin, potash, fluorspar;

3. Metallic minerals – ores such as iron, copper
and precious metals; and

4. energy minerals – coal, lignite, oil and gas.

as well as the nature of the extracted material,
we need also to think about the landscape from
beneath which those minerals are extracted.
europe’s landscape is diverse in the extreme and
extraction happens where it does for all sorts of
reasons that are as much economic and social as
environmental. By its nature and given its scale,
extraction will tend to occur in non-built areas; rural
or semi-rural locations will therefore dominate on
any map showing extraction sites. With continuing
urban expansion, the trend will be towards working
peri-urban locations as explained in more detail
elsewhere within the report. landscapes shift over
time as settlement patterns change and a long-
standing site might begin life in a rural setting
and years later find itself in much more built up
surroundings. the working itself will often of
course also have at least a temporary effect on
local settlement patterns.

With cities as the archetypal market for products,
there is an obvious imperative to extracting from
sites close to market and that alone will cause
people to target areas close to built settlements as
potential sites for working. nevertheless resources
are finite and as sites are exhausted, new sites will
tend to be further away from the urban centres
and arguably there is a discernible trend at present
towards larger sites in more rural locations.

it is a truism that mineral can only be worked
(by which we mean extracted) where it is found,
meaning that the location of the activity is fixed as
opposed to being fully within the control of industry,
industry regulators or legislators (or indeed within
that of local residents, or other relevant stakeholders
or interested parties). this clear correlation between
place and opportunity is, of necessity, taken into
account when policy and legislation is developed and
enacted through the planning process. For example
exemptions to normal planning policy measures
which are granted in the case of extraction of
certain rarer minerals in protected landscapes are an
explicit acknowledgment that specific consideration
needs to be given when deciding the nature and
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plaCe –
north west europe
north west europe interreg ivb
the interreg north West europe programme area
covers eight countries in whole or in part: Belgium,
France, germany, ireland, luxembourg, the
netherlands, switzerland and the united Kingdom
and includes some of the most highly developed and
prosperous areas of the eu. it is one of fifteen
transnational cooperation (zonal) programmes
financed by the eu. public, scientific, private and civil
society organisations can cooperate on joint projects
aimed at improving economic, environmental,
territorial and social development of regions.

the north west europe
programme (Co-operation) area

complex and crowded
north West europe covers around 20% of the total eu
land area, but at the same time is home to almost
40% of the population. despite having some highly
valued sparsely populated rural and coastal areas, the
average population density (307 inhabitants/km2) is
more than 2.5 times the eu average, with 75% of that
population living in built-up areas. consequently,
north West europe’s territorial development is
complex – and it is crowded. land is under pressure
from competing and conflicting demands and land-
use sustainability is a major issue.

already intensively developed
and still growing
this highly developed area has of course experienced
intensive exploitation of a wide range of resources,
including minerals, over a long period. But now,
increasing pressures (demographic, spatial and
environmental) bring new challenges to this part of
europe. Maintaining the attractiveness of north
West europe is vital to ensure that it retains its
position as a leading location for knowledge-based
industry and services and that its perceived high
quality of life continues to attract inward
investment and human capital.

in need of actions which are
sustainability-driven
continued urban development and economic
success have a downside in terms of potential
landscape fragmentation and loss of biodiversity.
in this context, given the crucial importance of
sustainable management of natural resources in
north West europe, it is not surprising that the
operational programme seeks to ‘promote an
innovative and sustainable approach to natural
resource management, risk management and the
enhancement of the natural environment through
transnational cooperation’.

there is clearly a need to grasp the opportunity to
manage the development potential at the general
level in more innovative and multi-functional ways
to ensure the natural assets of north West europe
are retained and enhanced. this in turn will provide
invaluable and transferable experience not only
across north West europe, but for many other
areas of the eu as well.

the north west europe programme
and restore: who Can beneFit?
taking into account the context outlined above it is
important that actions such as the restore project
reach the widest grouping of interested
organisations and individuals.

the partners themselves include public bodies
(mainly local authorities), research institutions and
not-for-profit organisations. however in line with the
requirements of the interreg programme, the work
of the project has been carried out with a wider
range of public, private and third sector beneficiaries
and stakeholders in mind. While the project aims to
present transferable solutions and help with problem
solving, the challenges addressed will continue to
benefit from further scrutiny by academics and
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report goes on to quote clearly indicates that the
subject of a broader resource efficient economy is of
special relevance to mineral extraction and that its
role should not be underestimated or under-played.

speCialist minerals
specialist industrial minerals – found in fewer places
– and therefore extracted in fewer places – will by
their nature directly mirror geological patterns in
specific geographies. place names in material titles
are often a clue, for example cornish china clay
(Kaolin), caen stone or “Belgian Blue” whetstone,
carrara or Kilkenny marble there is a slight
disposition towards specialist materials occurring –
and being worked – in the north west part of europe,
but all parts of europe will have their specialisms and
goods will move significant distances accordingly.
the difference between “specialist” and “scarce” is
a blurred one and rare materials have a sufficiently
high value to be transported over longer distances –
proving an ongoing exception to the general rule.

metalliC minerals
Metallic minerals can be split into precious metals
and lower value ores. in the first case the same
economic case for longer distance transportation
applies and silver working still goes on in ireland,
parts of scandinavia and parts of the iberian
peninsula. nor are the categorisations infallible and
construction materials such as marble are sufficiently
rare to have a scarcity and financial value to make
export worthwhile – as has been the case for a very
long time. iron and copper will tend to originate in
southern europe and scandinavia but here might
more typically be exported in the form of worked
products such as ingots as opposed to in a raw state.
nor does it follow, as can be seen from the example
above, that it is only raw materials which are
transported/exported and lower value metals may
well be smelted to form a base product before
being moved onwards.

energy minerals
We use this to mean minerals which are extracted to
produce energy by burning. Most energy minerals
are actually mined or drilled with work taking place
underground as opposed to being surface worked
(open cast extraction). Where open cast mining does
occur this is invariably targeted upon coal/brown
coal/lignite and this often takes place on very large
scale sites in terms both of surface area and depths
reached. this raises issues of impact and scale
and the sometimes extreme depths can have
fundamental implications in terms of restoration.

the restore project is primarily concerned with
instances of open cast/ quarried rather than mined
extraction and with the non-energy mineral and non-
marine sub-sectors. however there may be lessons
and good practice that is transferrable between
these areas.

coal is found across europe; peat is more associated
with northern temperate europe; oil and gas is again
widespread in distribution and there is often synergy
with the locations of coal reserves being nearby.
shale gas and oil is by geological nature held in small
pockets within shale rock and is often found deep
beneath the surface. it cannot be exploited by
conventional means although advances in
technology mean that it can now be extracted by a
process known as hydraulic fracturing (fracking) as
has been the case on a large scale in the usa.
exploration is currently taking place in the uK,
poland, germany, romania, denmark and hungary
(source: shalegas-europe.eu).
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• presentation and enhancement of an area’s natural
and cultural assets in ways which mean these are
recognised, understood and valued.

• economic benefits, new business opportunities
including services for tourism.

• educational benefits – the need for a better
understanding and appreciation of the landscape
and its uses by all age groups is increasingly
important in the context of growing urbanisation.
Mineral sites – often located in the very heart
of peri-urban areas provide ideal open air
educational centres.

all of the above issues, either individually or in
combination, will provide a focus for cross-policy
working by competent authorities and other
practitioners which will help develop a collaborative
approach to environmental management and break
down policy silos.

summary
the relevance of mineral site restoration work in the
larger “sustainable growth” context of the europe
2020 policy framework is addressed later in this
report. . the congruence here with the north
Western part of europe is especially strong. as the
cooperation plan for the interreg north West europe
2014-2020 programme reminds us “these
(programme) challenges include resource efficiency,
environmental risk and energy security and supply
(for example, renewable energy). By including these
challenges in the strategy of the new programme –
specifically priority axis 2 – the importance of
sustainable development is emphasised”.

in other words, the conditions in which the north
West europe interreg programme which supported
restore was conceived back in 2006, in very large
part continue to apply.
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practitioners from all sectors and from areas beyond
the north West europe territory.

the point about the nature and extent of the
beneficiaries of mineral site restoration is returned
to at the later section of this report when we
consider the ways in which legislation and policy is
applied in practice and the practical benefit and
impact that results.

best praCtiCe in site restoration
Can Contribute to balanCed
spatial development
the member states of north West europe already
have well-developed spatial planning and governance
structures and capacity, and there is wide experience
and expertise in managing competing pressures. this
provides a firm foundation for future cooperation to
enable innovative solutions to be tested and assessed
in different contexts. in addition, policy ‘silos’ at all
levels have to be broken down so that the various
competing challenges are met in an integrated way,
and impacts are managed and unintended
consequences avoided by planners and practitioners
working towards the same sustainability goals.

the point with regard to how policy silos affect
practice and the ways in which the policy making
processes directly impact upon what happens on the
ground is explored further in the restore 1c report.

By definition, mineral extraction is intrusive, even
brutal. it visibly scars a landscape, causing major
disturbance, often severing access corridors for local
communities and fauna and destroying habitats.
indeed, there are much wider impacts associated
with the need to transport minerals and provide the
necessary access infrastructure. the restoration of
such damaged landscapes to a state which matches –
or better still exceeds – the spatial and environmental
quality of their state prior to exploitation, has the
potential to bring multiple benefits which can be
tailored to the wider spatial context.

the peri-urban dimension oF
north west europe
For much of north West europe, mineral sites will
inevitably be located within complex peri-urban
spatial systems where there is Both urban and rural
development and activities. this typically means high
population density – core cities with patterns of
town, villages and suburbs. industry and business is
increasingly attracted to these areas, but at the same
time one also finds here open landscape with
agriculture, horticulture and forestry delivering
multiple functions for the large nearby populations –
including recreational open space. there will almost
certainly be complex transport systems including
major airports and other services for the urban and
the peri-urban populations including water supplies
and waste management. despite their crowded
nature, these are attractive and liveable areas
where the quality of life is often perceived to be
higher than in core cities.

this peri-urban context provides a huge opportunity
for imaginative and innovative restoration focussed
on providing multiple services. it (i.e. the peri-urban
context) offers opportunities for tailored solutions
within complex (peri-urban) spatial systems which
can take into account:

• local population distribution, demographic profile,
lifestyle etc. Where are people living? What is the
age profile? how could they interact with a
restored mineral site?

• appropriate and sustainable transport access
(motor, cycle, pedestrian) to fit the new context.

• environmental services including restoration or
creation of new ecosystems; resources which
target local flora and fauna with appropriate
habitat restoration.

• resource needs of local populations (particularly to
accessible, well managed space for recreation and
sport – which in turn delivers health benefits and
enhances quality of life and well-being).
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and breaking down silos. linking urban and rural
areas was expected to bring a range of benefits by
generating economies of scale and improving
regional competitiveness. rurBan also recognised
the need for policies based more on a functional
area approach, looking at metropolitan areas, wider
city regions and the interdependence between urban
areas and their peri-urban and rural hinterlands.

site restoration and territory
every mineral extraction and (eventual) mineral site
restoration occurs within a local/regional context that
has its own characteristics and features – physical,
economic, environmental, transport related, social.
so there will be particular opportunities, and
particular constraints, for every site. it is therefore
essential to assess and understand the wider spatial
context of each location. as already explained,
throughout north West europe that spatial context is
most likely to be peri-urban in the case of many sites
but that must not be presumed. in any event, there
are still local differentiations within any sort of
territory which will need to be taken into account.

no one site is exactly the same as any other. hence,
whilst there are generally agreed best practice
principles and techniques relating to the restoration
of mineral sites, it is important that we ensure we
foster and develop local distinctiveness. town and
city centres are already criticised for all being the
same, and it is important that mineral restoration
does not fall into the same trap. With many “best
practice” or “how to do it” guides being published
which set out general principles, there is a danger
that thinking becomes limited and limiting.

What makes this local distinctiveness, what gives (or
should give) this sense of place? it is essentially the
local character. this can be composed of physical
characteristics – landscape features, visual
appearance, etc. it can also be cultural; insofar that
culturally things are done in a certain way such as
construction or farming. it may also extend through
to economical or social aspects.

it is the base geology that sets the basis for
distinctiveness of a place. the character of an upland
hard rock area is very different to that of a river valley.
the physical attributes of a sand and gravel site are
very different again in term of topography and visual
character. the nature of physical boundaries in the
landscape is a further example of this with
stonewalling replacing hedgerows and wooden
fencing in hard rock areas. in very wet lowland areas

‘wet’ boundaries i.e. ditches, are the key characteristic
feature. going beyond natural landscape, the
traditional use of building materials and their differing
styles is an excellent example of this sense of local
place demonstrated in the built landscape.

When thinking about what is actually done on a
restoration site, the key is to achieve fit with what
already exists in the wider landscape. it is important
that landscaping and planting is appropriate to the
local area – this includes the nature of landscape
features, e.g. woodlands in blocks or long thin
narrow ‘shaws’. (as well as how those woods are
managed), through to the choice of appropriate
species for planting and materials and style for any
building work. Blasting limestone quarry faces to
mimic natural limestone cliff outcrops in the english
peak district is an example of an approach where
local landscape features directly inspire the nature
of a restoration activity.

all too often, when looking at older restoration sites,
one can easily recognise an attempt to “restore” by
its landform, planting or appearance which makes it
stand out from rather than blend into and compliment
the landscape within which it sits. this is a form of
distinctiveness indeed but not one that we should be
aiming to achieve!

also to be considered are the cultural and economic
aspects that lead to distinctiveness. in agricultural
restorations, for example, field sizes might reflect the
way an area is worked. it may also incorporate the
use of traditional grazing species. these are often the
most appropriate breed for the site, and may often
be rare breeds, and generate the best biodiversity
results. this approach can also have the additional
benefit of helping maintain the breed itself.

a sense of place can be used to generate a market
for traditional agricultural products grown on
restoration sites. conservation grade produce can
command a premium price in the market place, and
so can develop direct economic benefit from a sense
of place. that might be taken a step further and be
posited as part of a broader tourism offer which
recognises traditional activities. toponyms can also
be important – retaining or reworking local names
within the restored landscape and applying them to
features or areas, often with local meaning, which
would otherwise be lost to posterity.

at the same time as saying all of the above, it is also
important not to be hidebound by the past, and on
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eu poliCy and
territorial issues
overview
although the eu has no full formal competence for
spatial planning, it does influence much policy
making in this area, and in turn eu policy and
legislation has a direct bearing on spatial planning
practice, regardless of its lack of formal remit.

the goal of balanced and sustainable development
across the european union (cohesion policy) is no
longer just about economic or social cohesion. since
the lisbon treaty (2009) and the launch of europe
2020 (the european union’s ten-year high level jobs
and growth strategy launched in 2010 and discussed
at length elsewhere within restore reports), it also
embraces the much broader aspiration of territorial
cohesion which aims for greater territorial
integration supported by a consistent/coherent
sectoral policy framework and implementation tools.

the eu itself sets its stall out thus, suggesting that
territorial cohesion will be achieved through:

• Promoting a functional approach to integrated
development of territories as spaces where
citizens live their lives;

• Fostering place-based policies through cross-
sectoral coordination of policies and multi-level
governance from local to European;

• Encouraging cooperation between territories
to strengthen European integration; and

• Improving knowledge of territories, to guide
their development.

(EU Commission, Regional Policy:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/policy/
what/territorial-cohesion/)

eu policy and legislation – and inevitably therefore,
also subsidies, grants and other funding mechanisms
– have traditionally (and perhaps conveniently) been
split into ‘urban’ and ‘rural’. this is an obvious
reflection of the economic and political importance of
the cap and also the strong influence of europe’s
cities. But the approach is increasingly seen as over-
simplistic and unrealistic as it does not recognise the
reality of land-use and development in much of the
eu, and in north West europe in particular. the
statistical classification of land-use has also followed
the urban or rural paradigm, with population density

as the main indicator. however a new approach is
finally emerging which shows more willingness to
recognise spatial/economic systems as ‘functional
areas’ and also to explore how ‘urban’ and ‘rural’
interact – and mingle. this is a welcome trend from
the point of view of the more developed and
crowded eu regions and for the partners of restore.

For example, the 2011 european commission
regional policy report ‘cities of tomorrow’ looked at
a range of urban challenges for europe and how
regional policy might support towns and cities to
tackle the challenges of the future. it considered the
development of a vision for possible models for cities
and towns of tomorrow and promoted an integrated
approach to urban development and governance
including the need for the wider peri-urban context
to be taken into account:

4.3.1 new urban realities
the new urban reality is characterised by peri-
urban development. new relationships between
the core city and its surroundings are developing,
together with increasing individual mobility:
people living in rural areas live urban lives and
exploit urban services; urban residents use rural
services, not least public goods like nature;
schools and other services are not chosen
because of proximity but because of quality;
commuting and other daily mobility patterns
are stretched over increasingly large areas.

in older industrial countries the peri-urban is a
zone of social and economic restructuring: in the
eu growth zones, and most of the developing
world, the peri-urban is often a zone of rapid and
chaotic urban sprawl. in both situations, it is clear
that the peri-urban is not just an in-between
fringe; rather it is a new and distinct kind of
multi-functional territory. it is often the location
for airports, business parks and high-value
housing, which are seen as essential to
urban/regional development (as per the lisbon
agenda). it is also the location for problems:
urban sprawl; wasted public funds; transport
congestion; loss of agricultural land; damage
to landscapes and biodiversity; fragmented
communities; and lack of spatial planning.

similarly, from 2011-13, dg regio of the european
commission oversaw the rurBan initiative for
sustainable rural-urban development, bridge-
building eu regional and rural development policy
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priority 6 is of particular relevance insofar as it
reminds us that issues of territory and ecology
cannot and should not be artificially separately.

‘The high value of European urban and rural
landscapes should be protected and developed
in qualitative terms. Areas rich in natural and
cultural landscapes may need special attention
in order to make best use of these assets.
Environmentally friendly job creation and
strengthened recreational functions can
complement conservation. The local, regional and
trans-regional management of cultural and
natural heritage is of key importance. We support
the protection, rehabilitation and utilization of
heritage through a place-based approach.
Improving regional and local identity by
strengthening awareness and responsibility of
local and regional communities towards their
environments, landscapes, cultures and other
unique values is also important’.

in this section of the report our focus is upon
territorial policy, in the next we address
environmental policy – but a full separation
between the two is wrong and hugely dangerous.

the territorial agenda recognises that perfectly, but
it is a guiding principle that can easily become lost
sight of at the next levels of policy shaping and
implementation: a danger that needs to be
recognised and combated. By way of illustration, the
Make Space for Nature Report (2015) is quoted from
later in this document but here is a good place to
remind ourselves that it identifies where greater
effort is required to effectively protect nature
through integration of eu policies. the following
recommendation heading taken from within the
ta2020 text itself is apposite and hugely relevant to
the restore project: “.[...] integrate biodiversity –
improve coherence between biodiversity and
relevant sectoral policies”.
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some occasions the greatest benefit is to be gained by
taking a completely new stance/approach. a notable
example is the eden centre in cornwall in the united
Kingdom. in reality best practice will take best and
relevant elements from the past and marry those in
with that which is ‘right’ for the site in the future.
When done in such a way, any or all of the above
approaches serve to demonstrate just how site
restoration is capable of adding to the quality of place.

developing a territorial
poliCy agenda
the european spatial development perspective
(esdp) dates from 1999 when it was agreed by
ministers of the eu member states albeit that it has
no legally binding status. this provides an
overarching territorial policy framework and has
subsequently influenced spatial planning policy and
sectoral policies across european member states,
regions and local authorities. it recognises the
interdependence of different sectors and strategies –
environment, transport, economic, cultural, land
and resource management, etc. and the need for
cooperation including across borders. it sets out
the following guidelines for spatial development:

• Development of a polycentric and balanced
urban system and strengthening of the
partnership between urban and rural areas.
This involves overcoming the outdated dualism
between city and countryside.

• Promotion of integrated transport and
communication concepts, which support the
polycentric development of the EU territory.[...]
Parity of access to infrastructure and knowledge
should be realised gradually. Regionally adapted
solutions must be found for this.

• Development and conservation of the natural
and the cultural heritage through wise
management. This contributes both to the
preservation and deepening of regional
identities and the maintenance of the natural
and cultural diversity of the regions and cities
of the EU in the age of globalisation.

the esdp contains these reference to concepts such
as polycentric development and urban-rural linkages
and it is notable to see these sorts of notions being
picked up by the subsequent territorial agenda (see
below) and become explicit focus points in various
streams of the interreg programme (“european
territorial cooperation” (etc) programme), as well as
things like the rurBan initiative.

in 2007, Member states adopted a territorial agenda
for the eu which revised the esdp to give stronger
emphasis to the competitiveness of regions and cities
as well as to climate change concerns and territorial
cooperation and multilevel governance. Following the
global economic crisis, an updated territorial agenda
published in 2011 provides a vision for european
territorial development to 2020. its sub-title,
“towards a more competitive and sustainable europe
of diverse regions” is telling and yet again reflects
the clear focus on economic competitiveness as per
europe 2020. equally clearly, it emphasises the
diversity of a european territory consisting of myriad
regions with different characteristics, strengths and
weaknesses. it is important to realise that the
territorial agenda is essentially an intergovernmental
exercise as opposed to something emerging directly
from within the eu institutions. nevertheless it is of
genuine importance and the work done in 2011 for
example set out thoughts on how new realties should
be reflected in cohesion policy post-2013 and has
been returned to in the process of designing and
agreeing the 2014-20 instruments.

the revised territorial agenda also takes into account
pressures from globalisation, demographic change
and energy supply and sets out six priorities for eu
territorial policy:

1. promoting polycentric and balanced territorial
development;

2. encouraging integrated development in cities,
rural and specific regions;

3. territorial integration in cross-border and
transnational functional regions;

4. ensuring global competitiveness of the regions
based on strong local economies;

5. improving territorial connectivity for individuals,
communities and enterprises; and

6. Managing and connecting ecological, landscape
and cultural values of regions.
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it is possible to compare performances in different
member states, to assess environmental changes and
trends and to access good practice. there is already a
great deal of information available, but there is also
a need for more communication and dialogue
between information users and information
providers such as the eea to tailor this to actual need
and help inform more relevant data collection.
understanding what information is needed and in
what form is clearly a shared responsibility for
information providers like the eea and for project
practitioners and experts.

instruments oF partiCular
relevanCe to restore
the eia directive
environmental impact assessments are now a fully
integrated part of the planning process and relate to
the impacts of developments. types of public and
private development projects are listed in two
annexes produced by the european commission.
under annex 1, which includes more
environmentally sensitive projects, an eia is
mandatory. under annex 2, national authorities are
left to decide whether an assessment is needed but
are required to follow a given “screening procedure”
in order to make that decision – part of that
procedure is explicit reference to a list of provided
criteria (set out in annex 3).

a site developer may request that the relevant
authority specify what should be covered by the eia
information to be provided by them (the developer)
at the so-called ‘scoping stage’. the developer is then
obliged to provide information on the relevant
environmental impact(s) and mitigation measures
proposed. the relevant environmental authorities
and the public (and affected national bodies) must
be informed and consulted. the competent authority
then decides on the environmental consequences,
taking into consideration the results of consultations.
the public is informed of the decision afterwards and
can challenge it through legal process. the legislation
has recently been reviewed (following earlier
consolidation) with an updated directive published
in april 2014. this is intended to place stronger
obligations on site developers and planning
authorities in particular relating to mitigation of
development impacts. Member states have to apply
these new rules from May 2017 at the latest.

the sea directive
a strategic environmental assessment is applicable
to a wide range of public plans and programmes
which address issues of direct relevance to mineral

site restoration – these include land use, transport,
energy, waste, agriculture, etc. the plans or
programmes to which an sea applies must be
prepared or adopted by an authority at whichever
national, regional or local level applies, and be
required by legislative, regulatory or administrative
provisions in a given place.

an sea is automatically required for any
plan/programme which is prepared for agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, energy, industry, transport, waste/
water management, telecommunications, tourism,
town and country planning or land use “and which set
the framework for future development consent of
projects listed in the eia directive” as above (taken
from the relevant eu website page – the underlined
emphasis is theirs). they can also triggered by a
requirement under the habitats directive.

if not automatically triggered by the nature of the
plan/programme, the requirement is that individual
member states are to determine whether an sea
applies using a “screening procedure” similar to that
which the eia sets out.

differences between eia and sea assessments:

• An SEA requires the environmental authorities
to be consulted at the screening stage (if
applicable);

• Scoping (i.e. the stage of the SEA process that
determines the content and extent of the
matters to be covered in the SEA report to be
submitted to a competent authority) is
obligatory under the SEA;

• An SEA requires an assessment of reasonable
alternatives (whereas with an EIA the developer
chooses the alternatives to be studied);

• With an SEA Member States must monitor the
significant environmental effects of the
implementation of plans/programmes in order
to identify unforeseen adverse effects and
undertake appropriate remedial action; and

• An SEA obliges Member States to ensure that
environmental reports are of a sufficient quality.

(text from: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/
eia/sea-legalcontext.htm)
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eu poliCy and
environmental
matters
overview – the high level
poliCy Framework
the eu has a very strong and successful package of
environmental policy underpinned with a menu of
different instruments some of which date back in
predecessor forms a considerable way.

the 7th community environment action programme
(eap) – living well within the limits of our planet –
follows on from the 6th eap and guides eu
environmental policy through to 2020. indeed it sets
out a long term vision for 2050 which states that:

“In 2050, we live well, within the planet’s
ecological limits. Our prosperity and healthy
environment stem from an innovative, circular
economy where nothing is wasted and where
natural resources are managed sustainably, and
biodiversity is protected, valued and restored
in ways that enhance our society’s resilience.
Our low-carbon growth has long been decoupled
from resource use, setting the pace for a safe
and sustainable global society”.

the eap shelters a host of individual environmental
policies relating to key areas (water, air, chemicals,
circular economy, environmental assessment,
green public procurement, nature and biodiversity,
marine and coast, land as a resource, sustainable
development, the urban environment, waste). it also
seeks to ensure environmental issues are cross-
referenced and fully integrated into other important
policy areas such as agriculture, fisheries, economics,
enterprise, research, transport and cohesion policy
(the eu’s main investment policy).

evidenCe and Comparison –
the role oF the european
environment agenCy (eea)
Based in copenhagen, this “agency” of the eu
exists to help the eu institutions and the member
states make informed decisions about improving
the environment, integrating environmental
considerations into economic policies and moving
towards sustainability. the eea also coordinates
the european environment information and
observation network (eionet).

data is compiled for all the main environmental
policy areas along with indicators and fact sheets.
the latest synthesis report (The European
Environment State and Outlook – 2015, often
referred to as SOER 2015), gives an overview of the
state of europe’s environment, developing trends
and outlooks, as well as progress towards the targets
set out in the 7th environmental action programme.
it looks at progress and changes since the last such
report which was published in 2010 on country by
country, comparative, and aggregated bases.

the eea is also working on a shared environmental
information system (seis) which will aim to ensure
data collected by different networks and
organisations can be accessed, synthesised and
made available to a wide range of users.

it is also acting as coordinator of a number of
important data collecting initiatives including:

• copernicus – which integrates earth observation
satellite data and land/ship based ‘in-situ’ data and
measurements with modelling, to create and
accessible and user-focused information service.

• gio land – also uses satellite data in providing
information on land cover change and land cover
characteristics to take forward the earlier corine
land cover information.

• inspire – (infrastructure for spatial information in
europe) was set up by the european union in 2007
as a directive (refreshed in 2014) and is designed
to provide european public authorities (and others)
with ‘relevant, harmonised and quality geographic
information that support policies and activities
impacting the environment’. eu member states are
to provide information regarding 34 different
“spatial data themes” which include land use,
mineral resources, production and industrial
facilities, and species distribution. each of these
“thematic clusters” has a moderated forum open
to interested parties on any given topic.

this focus on data capture is in many ways
complementary to the calls within the restore
Manifesto for actions that are designed to increase
awareness of the extent of the impact of mineral site
restoration work and the part it plays and helping
achieve agreed targets.

sharing information
clearly the eea provides a potentially valuable
resource for the practitioners involved in restore.
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regional and cohesion policies. green infrastructure
is also seen as an important dimension within the
europe 2020 growth strategy with its smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth agenda.

there are many potential benefits of green
infrastructure. as well as the obvious advantages
from habitat protection and connectivity – even
across crowded developed areas – green
infrastructure is increasingly seen as making sound
economic sense as a source of new business and
new employment opportunities and as an alternative
approach to managing often conflicting pressures
on land. in an urban and peri-urban context in
particular, green spaces can help control flooding,
reduce air pollution and even reduce noise levels.
there are also wider opportunities to secure long-
term sustainability by providing erosion protection,
helping maintain soil structure, securing clean water
supplies and facilitating carbon storage. using such
natural systems in this way can often be cheaper
and more sustainable than the alternative built
infrastructure. Finally green infrastructure also
makes for more attractive and liveable areas with
accessible open spaces serving local populations
and attracting visitors.

a number of influential studies underpin the
strategy: in particular, the european environment
agency issued a technical study in 2011 on green
infrastructure and territorial cohesion: ‘the concept
of green infrastructure and its integration into
policies using monitoring systems’ and in the same
year also published a report on ‘land Fragmentation
in europe’. then in 2014 its study ‘spatial analysis
of green infrastructure in europe’ proposed a
methodology for mapping green infrastructure to
help ‘policymakers and practitioners define a
landscape green infrastructure network to identify
areas where key habitats can be reconnected and
the overall ecological quality of the area improved’.

example
green infrastructure tomorrow – together (giFt-t)
interreg north West europe iVB project. this
project which concluded in summer 2015 aims to
[...]“develop a toolkit, a manual and inspirational
examples to help communities, businesses and
governments to enhance their green environment,
or green infrastructure. By enhancing the green
infrastructure, in area or in quality, we can
enhance the level of ecosystem services delivered.
the project uses case studies, to bring together
communities, businesses and governments in a

process of joint goal setting, mapping of the green
infrastructure and ecosystem services, designing of
scenarios planning implementation”.

http://www.gift-t.eu/

the habitats directive and the Birds directive are the
fundamental pieces of european legislation protecting
wild species. they underpin the policies and
aspirations of the 7th eap and Biodiversity strategy.
they have also, over several decades, helped raise
awareness both of the important contribution of
diverse habitats and of birds and other species to
europe’s ecosystems, and of the need for vigilant
environmental management and conservation in the
face of pressures from development, intensification
of land use, climate change and other threats.

the habitats directive (adopted in 1992) currently
protects around 200 habitats and 1000 species of
flora and fauna. under the directive, special areas
of conservation, together with the special
protection areas (see below) make up the natura
2000 network of protected areas which now covers
18% of eu land. progress on natura 2000 can be
checked on an annually updated Barometer
produced by the eea.

the birds directive (adopted in 1979) created a far-
reaching protection scheme for all of europe’s wild
birds, identifying around 200 specific species and
sub-species among them as particularly threatened
and in need of special conservation measures.
under the directive, Member states are required to
designate special protection areas (spas) for the
threatened species and all migratory bird species.
spas are scientifically identified areas critical for
the survival of the targeted species, such as
wetlands. the designation of an area as a spa gives
it a high level of protection from potentially
damaging developments and activities that directly
threaten birds, such as the deliberate killing or
capture of birds, the destruction of their nests and
taking of their eggs, and associated activities such
as trading in live or dead birds.

water
european commission policy is brought together in
a ‘Blueprint to safeguard Europe’s water resources’
designed to ensure that a sufficient quantity of
good quality water is available for people’s needs,
for the economy and the environment throughout
the eu. it looks as far ahead as 2050 with actions
which include:
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practitioners in the restore partnership will be
familiar with these procedures as practised in their
own member states, but there will be differences
across north West europe in terms of
implementation process and practice.

biodiversity 2020
in May 2011, the european commission adopted a
Biodiversity strategy to apply to 2020, recognising
the enormous challenge of biodiversity loss in the
eu with around one in four species at that time
threatened with extinction.

the six targets set out within the strategy are:

• Full implementation of eu nature legislation to
protect biodiversity;

• Better protection for ecosystems, and more use
of green infrastructure;

• More sustainable agriculture and forestry
• Better management of fish stocks;
• tighter controls on invasive alien species; and
• a bigger eu contribution to averting global

biodiversity loss.

intensive agriculture, forestry, fisheries and urban
sprawl are seen as the main threats to biodiversity.
habitat loss, pollution, over-exploitation of
resources, and growing impacts of invasive alien
species and climate change all contribute
cumulatively to the extent of the problem. in
particular the true value of biodiversity as ‘natural
capital’ is not yet fully acknowledged or reflected
in all relevant policy areas.

For north West europe, growing urban development,
and intensive land use linked with land
fragmentation are particularly relevant. the
challenge is to acknowledge biodiversity and make it
more visible in plans and projects and ensure its
many services are valued. the challenges set out
within Biodiversity 2020 at its 2011 launch remain
and the State of Nature in the EU report, (European
Environment Agency (2015) State of nature in the EU:
Results from reporting under the nature directives
2007–2012), suggests that few species and habitats
in reality have a favourable conservation status in the
eu and that progress towards the 2020 biodiversity
strategy targets has not been substantial since the
last assessment was undertaken. More positively, the
report also makes clear that species and habitats
with favourable status trends have benefited greatly
from protection through the natura 2000 network of
protected areas, which now covers 18% of the eu’s
land and 4% of marine.

the findings of the report are themselves in line with
those set out in the iucn (international union for the
conservation of nature) european red list (erl –
itself funded by the european commission) of
threatened species, which concluded that 25% of the
species assessed are threatened with extinction. Both
sets of findings can be interpreted as an indication
that “implementation of the eu’s Birds and habitats
directives remains crucial (in order) to improve the
conservation status of europe’s species and habitats”.

State of Nature in the EU reminds us that agricultural
intensification (together with the abandonment of
traditional grazing regimes on occasion) and the
modification of natural conditions (largely changes in
hydrology, or water flow) are among the greatest
threats for both birds and terrestrial species/habitats.
For freshwater and marine ecosystems, changes in
hydrology loss of habitat, pollution and overfishing
were identified as the main threats. of particular
relevance to the restore project is that Mining,
quarrying and energy production is listed as the
third highest ranking source of pressure on birds
and habitats.

the subject of biodiversity is returned to alongside
a consideration of ecosystem services in the next
section of this report.

green infrastructure
closely linked to the eu Biodiversity strategy is an
eu-wide strategy on green infrastructure: enhancing
europe’s natural capital. the european commission
adopted a green infrastructure strategy, ‘to promote
the deployment of green infrastructure in the EU in
urban and rural areas’ with a communication in May
2013. this was in turn supported by a resolution
from the european parliament and opinions from
both the committee of the regions (cor) and eesc.

the eu-wide natura 2000 network of protected areas
now comprises over 27,000 sites across 28 countries
and forms the core of europe’s green infrastructure in
terms of biodiversity and healthy ecosystems. the
challenge is to implement green infrastructure
principles beyond such protected areas.

Whilst this is very much an initiative of the
environment directorate general of the european
commission (dg enV), it is a policy area which
provides benefits to people as well as to the natural
environment and its relevance to restore is
obvious. it is also very much a cross-policy issue
which should be integrated into agriculture, forestry,
nature, water, marine and fisheries, as well as
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waste. the directive requires that Member states
adopt waste management plans and (by 2013),
waste prevention programmes.

the landfill directive dates from 1999 and was
designed to prevent or reduce as far as possible
negative effects on the environment, in particular on
surface water, groundwater, soil, air, and on human
health from the landfilling of waste by introducing
stringent technical requirements for waste and
landfills. the directive also defines different
categories of waste (municipal waste, hazardous
waste, non-hazardous waste and inert waste).

a legislative proposal from the commission in 2014
puts forward plans for phasing out landfilling for
recyclable waste (including plastics, paper, metals,
glass and bio-waste) in non-hazardous waste landfills
by 2025 and is part of a wider vision for a circular
economy for europe aimed at reducing waste of
materials, boosting employment, stimulating eco-
design and innovation and reducing greenhouse
emissions and environmental impacts. these measures
are currently being revisited and are discussed in more
detail in other restore documents.

the industrial emissions directive (ied) (2007)
recast seven existing pieces of legislation with the
aim of achieving significant benefits to the
environment and human health by reducing harmful
industrial emissions across the eu. it came into force
on 6 January 2011 with transposition into national
legislation due to be completed by all member
states by January 2013.

the ied is the successor of the ippc directive and in
essence, is about minimising pollution from various
industrial sources throughout the european union.
operators of industrial installations operating
activities covered by annex i of the ied are required
to obtain an integrated permit from the relevant
authorities in the eu country/ies concerned. about
50.000 installations were covered by the ippc
directive and the ied extends coverage to some
new activities which could mean the number of
installations rising slightly.

the principle of Best available techniques (Bat)
is retained from the ippc directive and the ied
puts great emphasis on an integrated approach
so that permits must take account of the whole
environmental performance of the plant, that is
to say, covering emissions to air, water and land,
generation of waste, use of raw materials, energy

efficiency, noise, prevention of accidents, and
restoration of the site upon closure. thus the
directive seeks to ensure a high level of protection
of the environment taken as a whole.

eCosystem serviCes and
biodiversity
there is a growing level of knowledge and
recognition about the importance of ecosystem
services and its interrelationship with biodiversity.
ecosystems provide a multitude of benefits to
humanity, from food, clean water and flood
protection to cultural heritage and a sense of place,
to name but a few. however, many of these benefits,
known as ‘ecosystem services’, are under severe
threat from man-made pressures. decision makers
need clear information on how biodiversity
underpins these services, the demand for them,
the capacity of ecosystems to provide them and
the pressures impairing that capacity.

Work done within Work package 4 of the restore
project sought to create a framework for restoration
work designed to provide benefits for biodiversity,
habitats and people by measuring the potential
public benefits from nature that can be realised
from restoring minerals sites in different ways.
the ecosystem services and Biodiversity report
(Science for Environment Policy [2015] Ecosystem
Services and the Environment. In-depth Report
11 produced for the European Commission, DG
Environment by the Science Communication Unit,
UWE, Bristol.) explores similar ground and identifies
four core facets of the ecosystem services concept:

• the links between biodiversity and ecosystem
services;

• current techniques for mapping and assessing
ecosystems and their services;

• Valuation of ecosystem services; and
• the importance of considering all ecosystem

services and biodiversity as part of an
interconnected system.

the Make space for nature report identifies key
areas where greater effort is required to effectively
protect nature through the effective integration of
eu policies as already mentioned. a verbatim quote
sets the context perfectly:

“Member States (MS) should build a legal
framework establishing sustainable spatial
planning and mapping mechanisms at both
national and local levels. Planning of all land,
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• Better implementation of current water legislation;
• integration of water policy objectives into other

policies; and
• Filling gaps regarding water quantity and efficiency.

the Blueprint is a good example of different policy
tools being drawn together – its timeline is designed
to be complementary to that of europe 2020, and it
has a particular affinity with the 2011 Resource
Efficiency Roadmap, of which the Blueprint serves
as the water milestone.

the water Framework directive came into force in
december 2000 to establish a framework for the
protection and management of water quality of inland
surface waters (rivers and lakes), transitional waters
(estuaries), coastal waters and groundwater. its goal is
to ensure that all aquatic ecosystems and, with regard
to their water needs, terrestrial ecosystems and
wetlands, meet ‘good status’ by 2015. actions set
out in the directive included a series of river basin
management plans by Member states.

implementation has been challenging and recent
assessments by the european commission indicate that
further action is needed if goals are to be achieved:

A lot of effort has been put into the preparation
and drafting of the first River Basin Management
Plans and knowledge of the status of water has
considerably improved. However, the Commission’s
assessment shows that more efforts are needed to
ensure the achievement of the WFD objectives in
the 2015, 2021 and 2027 planning cycles.

The assessment of the RBMPs indicates that
progress towards the objective of good status by
2015 is expected, but it will not be achieved for a
significant proportion of water bodies. The main
pressures on the water environment are
hydromorphological pressures, pollution and over-
abstraction. The chemical quality of water bodies
has significantly improved in the last 30 years, but
the situation as regards the priority substances
listed in the WFD falls short of the objective.

A significant number of exemptions have been
applied in the 1st RBMPs. The WFD requires
Member States to justify and explain the reasons
in the RBMPs, which is key for transparency and
accountability of decision making.

European Commission DG ENV website

the Floods directive of 2007 applies to inland waters
as well as to all coastal waters across the whole
territory of the eu and aims to reduce and manage
the risks that floods pose to human health, the
environment, cultural heritage and economic
activity. Member states were obliged to identify the
river basins and associated coastal areas at risk of
flooding by 2011 (encapsulated in Flood risk
assessments) and then draw up flood risk maps by
2013 and establish Flood risk Management plans
focused on prevention, protection and preparedness
by december 2015.

there is wide acceptance that risk of flooding across
europe is likely to increase in coming decades. it is clear
that, particularly for the developed parts of europe
such as north West europe, there are significant risks
of economic and environmental damage. this is
increasingly so when set against recognition of
continued urban development and the growing
intensity of land-use and the sorts of land-use conflicts
which are described elsewhere, it is just as evident that
mineral sites can make a contribution as part of the
wider landscape in prevention and mitigation strategies
– a point which is returned to when considering the
contribution that can be made by mineral site
restoration to land-use policy goals more generally.

the waste Framework directive (WFd) of 2008 is a
fundamental document moving the treatment of
waste on from simple disposal, to systems built
around recycling and recovery. it sets out basic
definitions of waste, recycling and recovery, including
the circumstances in which waste ceases to be waste
and becomes a secondary raw material (so called
end-of-waste criteria). it also explains how to
distinguish between waste and by-products. Waste
must be managed without endangering human
health and harming the environment, and in
particular without risk to water, air, soil, plants or
animals, without causing a nuisance through noise
or odours, and without adversely affecting the
countryside or places of special interest.

Within the context of the WFd, the “polluter pays
principle” is introduced as well as that of “extended
producer responsibility”. provisions on hazardous
waste and waste oils are incorporated from earlier
legislation and there are two new recycling and
recovery targets to be achieved by 2020: a 50%
target for the re-use and recycling of certain waste
materials from households and other origins similar
to households, and a 70% target for re-use, recycling
and other recovery of construction and demolition
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the european commission’s top level pronouncement
sets out the purpose of the “a resource efficient
europe” initiative thus: “the aim is to support the
shift towards a resource efficient and low-carbon
economy that is efficient in the way it uses all
resources. the aim is to decouple our economic
growth from resource and energy use, reduce co2

emissions, enhance competitiveness and promote
greater energy security”.

energy is an obvious area to highlight – its sources
(types and extent), uses, demand and consumption
levels, as well as the behaviour patterns of both
producers and consumers more generally, are all of
obvious relevance in the case of energy minerals.
But resource efficiency is also about the use and
re-use of materials (and the circular economy model
is cited in the key eu communication as one of a
number of measures designed to make europe
genuinely resource efficient for example) – including
those extracted from the ground. nor should we
forget the historic role of mineral sites as waste
repositories for materials of whatever kind that
have been used previously and how this has
changed more recently to meet wider
environmental objectives.

in all these senses there is much here of relevance to
the minerals industry. indeed, the first example cited
on the relevant eu website page devoted to this
subject is taken from the cement industry – other
examples include recycled glass, non-ferrous metals
and fossil fuels more generally. similarly, any
consideration of the relationship between recycling
rates and demand levels for “new” natural materials
is of obvious relevance to the minerals industry.

and finally, and as addressed elsewhere in this
document, land (and for that matter the minerals
it contains) is itself to be regarded as a resource –
a finite one – and one the use of which needs to
be carefully planned and determined.

the initiative contains a number of proposed
measures – things which the eu itself undertakes
to do at the european level and others which it asks
member states to do at the national and local ones.
the list is typical of how the eu approaches its own
policy making and as such is illustrative of how
such systems operate in any sphere. it is certainly
applicable to mineral site restoration and the
sorts of issues which the industry itself is
concerned about, as the inclusion of the following
measures demonstrates:

• an undertaking from the eu to shape financial
support through mechanisms such as the structural
Funds and rural development programmes in order
to align with the initiative’s stated goal. in other
words, a commitment to part-fund.

• an undertaking from the eu to build on mechanisms
that serve to shape the market – for example state
aid provisions, taxation regimes and instruments
such as emissions trading schemes and green
procurement measures. in other words, developing
delivery mechanisms directly arising from policy.

• an undertaking to pursue or accelerate
complementary policy or legal measures that might
serve to help make a stated objective achievable. in
other words, unifying policy and legal instruments
around a particular aim – albeit a very broad one.

Member states are at the same time, asked to
incentivise, adopt with speed, further roll out,
and remove legal or fiscal barriers to, any or all
of the above.

mineral site restoration
and waste poliCy
historically (albeit as a generalisation) mineral sites
have been filled with waste. they were a useful
repository for doing so and often this approach
enabled the site to be restored to an effective end-
use – invariably the use it was in pre extraction, and
almost invariably, agriculture. things have changed
however and as we come to live in an ever more “no
fill” world this situation is increasingly no longer the
case. this is due in part to changes in legislation –
the landfill directive most obviously, but other
regulations and targets with regard to recycling rates
and disposal regimes also apply – as well as changes
in behaviour, shifts in public opinion and
technological developments.

in north West europe, following the consumer boom
of the 1960’s and 1970’s, the demand for landfill
grew exponentially and the make-up of the waste
being disposed of changed dramatically. traditionally,
household waste in particular would have had a
much higher proportion of inert waste (e.g. cinder
ash from domestic fires) but more and more
biodegradable materials have been added to the
waste stream (food waste, wood, disposable nappies
etc., as well as non-biodegradable plastics). large
holes in the ground created by mineral extraction
became an ideal dumping ground for this waste and
at the same time had the ‘advantage’ of enabling
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marine and water uses should be done with an
integrated, strategic and landscape approach
which aims to protect and restore biodiversity.”

Make Space for Nature: (Birdlife International,
European Environmental Bureau, Worldwide Fund
for Nature, (2015) Make Space for Nature Policy
Actions to Protect Nature and People in Europe).

the report goes on to make a number of other
recommendations, some of which are of particular
importance to the work or findings of the restore
project and which can be summarised (or in places
directly quoted) as follows:

• Member states are called upon to implement large
scale ecosystem restoration projects. these should
provide simultaneous benefits for various sectors
and policies and help improve the status of species
and habitats of eu importance and the coherence
of the natura 2000 network. such measure are
calculated to make particular contributions in
terms of: flood risk reduction, water quality
improvement, climate change mitigation and
adaptation, agri-environment-climate measures,
rural development, and tourism.

• the european commission is called upon to
establish a coordinated eu level approach in order
to select and implement ‘trans-european priority
axes for green infrastructure’ (ten-g).

• it is also asked – together with member states – to
enforce the no-deterioration objective of the Water
Framework directive (WFd), and ensure strategic
use of the second sentence of article 4.4 of the
Birds directive requiring Ms to strive to avoid
pollution or deterioration of habitats outside of
protected areas.

• again with reference to water, member states are
called upon to “improve protection of water
ecosystems through the adoption of ambitious 2nd
cycle WFd river Basin Management plans (rBMps)
(2015-2021) and associated programmes of
Measures and by integrating Birds and habitats
directives’ protected areas into the rBMp”.

• Finally, it is suggested that, the european
commission “should propose an eu initiative on
pollinators, including actions to tackle the impacts
of pesticides on pollinators, and to halt the
destruction of pollinator’s habitats”.

By way of capturing a general state of play snapshot
the same report quoted from and drawn upon above
points out that:

“Across the entire European Union, biodiversity is
still in decline, pressures on the environment
continue to grow, and nature conservation
remains seriously underfunded.”

It goes to supply a set of key figures (all directly
quoted):

Only 23% of animal and plant species and only
16% of habitat types protected under the Habitats
Directive have a favourable conservation status.

Only 52% of all wild bird species assessed are
secure from extinction, while 17% of wild bird
species are still threatened and another 15% are
near threatened, declining or depleted.

Only up to 53% of European water ecosystems
are expected to have a Good Ecological
Status4 by 2015.

63% of the assessments of habitats linked to
grasslands are unfavourable and only 11% of
the conservation status assessments of species
linked to grasslands are favourable.

The EU’s wood resources are hardly enough
to meet the projected demand already in
2011-20 and the land footprint of bio-energy
consumption can grow up to 70 million hectares
of land by 2030.

Make Space for Nature: (Birdlife International,
European Environmental Bureau, Worldwide Fund
for Nature (2015), Policy Actions to Protect
Nature and People in Europe).

Flagship initiative:
“a resourCe-eFFiCient europe”
published in 2011, this is one of seven such
“initiatives” and is designed to direct energies to
areas of particular focus with the intention that
practical actions be undertaken at both the eu
and member state level. at the same time the
intention is that the flagship initiatives should
serve to create a framework for a set of policies
that will help achieve its goals.
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in addition to a landfill tax regime (where it exists)
there has been an increasing emphasis on the
recycling of construction, demolition and excavation
waste to produce recycled aggregate and soils that
can be used in the construction industry. this fits
well with policy objectives seeking to make
sustainable use of resources and also makes good
economic sense. recycling inert material in this way
avoids landfill tax and reduces the demand for virgin
material to be worked (and so creating the extraction
voids in the first place). But the net result is a further
reduction in available fill material for the purposes
of restoring mineral sites.

however, restoration does not need to rely in all
cases on fill material, and there are many successful
examples of “no-fill” schemes both wet and
terrestrial. With a “no-fill” approach increasingly
predominating there emerges a clear need to adjust
restoration designs accordingly. For example, it may
be that site operators will need to take larger areas
of land to facilitate the desired slope profiles and
cover material.

Wet restorations also have potentially significant
benefits for habitat creation and biodiversity and
flood alleviation (as discussed elsewhere). however
they can also have negative consequences
particularly in peri-urban areas where the demand
for land is high and local communities can see this
approach as a lost opportunity for wider recreational
usage and benefit. (then again, a water body
presents new waterborne recreational opportunities,
which is the corollary to loss of terrestrial recreation
and can be significant where there are no or few
existing water features or the site is located far from
the sea). it should also be borne in mind that new
water bodies may not fit well visually within the
landscape where previously none existed. in
proximity to airports, they can also pose an
increased risk of bird-strike.

other policy responses to the reduction in fill
material include encouraging the location of
temporary aggregate recycling facilities on operating
mineral sites. the crushing, screening and washing
operations involved in recycling will be similar to the
quarry processing operations already present and
thus additional environmental impacts might be
minimised. construction, demolition and excavation
waste brought on site can therefore be both recycled
and sold-on for beneficial use with the residue used
for site restoration – or indeed blended with virgin
materials as long as construction specifications
are respected for the particular intended purpose.
a ‘win-win’ situation.
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the site to be restored to its former level and
potentially therefore, its original land use. the
disposal to landfill of non-inert waste came with
many problematic issues such as how to deal with
leachate (usually toxic), landfill gas and settlement.
as environmental controls became more stringent,
so did the level of mitigation required to deal with
the risks involved. hence today landfill sites are
heavily regulated and engineered with the need for
high performance and resilient lining and capping
as well as mechanisms for capturing leachate and
landfill gas (in some cases utilising that gas to
produce energy).

in many cases the end result has been restored sites
which in time have returned the land to beneficial
use – albeit the potentially toxic legacy of what lies
beneath will always be present, with the level of
ongoing pollution risk dependant to a large extent on
the regulatory regime in place at the time the quarry
was filled. the risk will in any event decline over time
to a degree as waste does slowly decompose of its
own accord.

as environmental concerns have grown, so landfill
has been seen for what it is – both a pollution hazard
(also contributing to climate change through
methane emissions) and a tragic waste of resources.
the eu Waste Framework directive requires that
waste be managed without endangering human
health and harming the environment, and in
particular without risk to water, air, soil, plants or
animals, without causing a nuisance through noise
or odours, and without adversely affecting the
countryside or places of special interest. it also sets
binding targets for the recycling and recovery of
waste material. alongside this, some countries have
introduced a taxation system which penalises landfill.
landfill tax has had a significant impact on how
waste is managed. one particular study of the
evidence found the cumulative decrease in municipal
solid waste sent to landfill to be a remarkable 97%
between 1995 and 2009 across six european
countries (Green Taxation and Environmental
Sustainability, Kreiser et al 2012).

in addressing this topic, it is important to distinguish
between inert waste and other waste. only inert
waste can be landfilled and still meet the increasingly
stringent environmental requirements of the Waste
Framework directive. as well as reducing the amount
of waste sent to landfill, the imposition of landfill tax
has had the unforeseen consequence of diverting
inert waste from restoration. this has resulted in
inert material being diverted into land engineering
(such as screen bunds or land raising) and other
constructional schemes which are not subject to tax.
increasingly inert construction waste is simply left
and reused or disposed of on the site of origin.
the overall effect, in some instances, can be a
difficulty in securing material to effectively restore a
site, most typically in rural areas away from centres
of development where the required transportation
of waste material pushes up cost even further.

in its purest sense, inert demolition and excavation
material waste should not attract landfill tax (or be
liable for a much reduced rate). it can therefore
continue to be used for the purposes of an approved
restoration scheme and be classified as waste
recovery rather than disposal. however, in practice
the situation is more complex, with the quality of
inert material often failing to meet tax exemption
criteria and the benefits of site restoration not taken
into account by the regulatory regime which applies
in the united Kingdom for instance.

it is arguable that in cases where inert waste is being
used for a positive purpose – in this instance refilling
in order to restore an extracted site – the tax that
would normally apply in cases of straightforward
waste disposal should not apply in the same way.
instead a special category might be identified for
inert waste going to restore a mineral site which
carries an exemption from charges/tax and which
would serve to make that the preferred location and
purpose of disposal. this might redress an imbalance
in the current situation where the system effectively
mitigates against re-use on mineral sites.
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at the time of writing there are calls for the “land as
a resource” work to be explicitly made a part of the
2016 european commission Work programme.
Whether that will transpire or not is unknown but it
is clearly on various people’s agendas and even if it
doesn’t re-emerge in quite such a formalised way,
the topic is very unlikely to simply disappear.

With regard to the above quote, it should be noted
that mineral sites where a restoration is planned or
underway are technically not regarded as brownfield
sites in a number of member states. however a site
which lacks a plan is considered so and regardless of
technical status, a restoration site will often share
many of the features of a brownfield site.

the report quoted below highlights the specific
nature of brownfields with reference to the current
legal position in the uK regarding the ways in which
land use planning in brownfields can be used as a
tool to support biodiversity and emphasises that
there is no inherent tension between biodiversity
interest and economic gain.

“Brownfield biodiversity presents a unique
challenge to planners. On the one hand planning
policy dictates that a high proportion of new
development should take place on previously
developed or brownfield land; yet current
biodiversity policy and legislation requires that UK
Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) Priority species
and habitats should be afforded protection and
that the biodiversity interest of brownfield should
be retained.[...] Brownfield land can support an
extremely rich diversity of wildflowers and
animals, and even has its own UKBAP Priority
habitat ‘Open Mosaic Habitats on Previously
Developed Land’.[...] The presence of brownfield
biodiversity need not be a constraint to
development. There is still an extensive stock of
previously developed land in England, much of
which can be built on with a relatively low
environmental impact. However the sustainable
use of brownfield land will require a more
selective approach to which sites are suitable for
development, and which should be protected as an
asset for people and wildlife. Many of the policies
and tools to achieve this are already in place.”

(Buglife (2009) Planning for Brownfield
Biodiversity: A best practice guide. Buglife –
The Invertebrate Conservation Trust,
Peterborough ISBN: 978-1-904878-92-6)

the last point made in the extracted quote above is
of special note in the context of the restore
project. the restore Manifesto (June 2015) makes
exactly the same observation: that the necessary
legal and policy framework is already in place.
understanding and using that framework is the key
challenge. that applies whether one is coming at
the subject from the starting point of land-use
planning or biodiversity.

managing land use:
priorities, avoiding ConFliCt
and aCCepting Compromise
land is a constant source of spatial conflict. this is
especially so across the peri-urban regions of north
West europe, where competing needs for land-use
are at their most extreme,. Mineral site restoration –
re-creating or restoring land – has the potential to be
a powerful exemplar, to show how good policy can
be put into practice, how pitfalls can be avoided and
how partnership working can reap multiple benefits
for all sorts of different stakeholders.

the eu policy and regulatory framework provides
the guidelines, the legal requirements and sets the
agenda for priorities. there are regulatory red lines
which cannot be crossed in terms of habitat
conservation, water and soil management, noise
and other pollution controls, but there is also a
growing emphasis on finding smarter approaches to
enable multiple benefits – environmental, social,
educational and, particularly, economic.

there will always be potential conflicts and
competing interests when it comes to prioritisation
of different potential uses for land. these may be
manifested at a larger scale, for example the
expansion of a major airport, new road
infrastructure, or meeting the demand for new
residential housing and urban expansion in general.
there will be the increasing loss of agricultural land
and open space to other uses and demand for
energy crops, issues such as water retention and
flood management. or conflicts and competing
interests may be more evident at a smaller scale
where more local issues come into play such as
where the desire to prioritise conservation and
protection measures competes with a growing
demand for access to recreation and sporting
facilities such as dog walking, horse riding, or
mountain biking, fishing, water sports, etc.

anyone engaged in mineral restoration, whilst
considering a potentially wide range of uses, must
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eu poliCy and
planning/land use
land use in european poliCy

‘Land take’ dominates in Europe, with artificial
areas and agricultural intensification, resulting
in land degradation, worsened by high
fragmentation on 30% of land area. Conflicting
demands on land impact significantly on the
land’s potential to supply key services Limiting
‘land take’ is already an important policy target
at national or sub-national level. Balancing land-
recycling, compact urban development, place-
based management and green infrastructure
will provide positive effects.

(EEA Land Use, Key Messages 2015)

land as a resourCe:
a developing poliCy area
land is a finite resource and across the eu is under
ever-growing pressure. this is a simple principle and
one that reappears throughout the restore project
echoing words used by the european commission
itself. there are a range of increasing and competing
demands for land for urban development,
infrastructure, agriculture (including bio-fuels) and
eco-system services. natural land is furthermore a
shrinking resource as it is increasingly converted into
artificial areas by soil sealing or becomes degraded.

the european commission has been acting in the last
years to raise awareness of the value of land as a
resource for multiple purposes and to explore
options for delivering and managing multi-functional
land use. in 2011 for example, it published its
communication ‘The Roadmap to a Resource
Efficient Europe’ as explained elsewhere in this
report outlining how to make europe’s economy
more sustainable by 2050. this proposed an
integrated policy approach for increasing resource
productivity and decoupling economic growth from
resource use and its environmental impact. that
document included explicit reference to land use and
the stated desire to ensure that there was to be no
net land take by 2050.

in 2013 the 7th environmental action programme
included an element which called for setting targets
on land take and soil quality with priorities to
‘protect, conserve and enhance natural capital’
and bring about a ‘resource efficient, green and

competitive low-carbon economy’. so here we are
already thinking about “land” in its most practical
form (soil) and land as a resource which is “taken”
and subsequently used in ways which may run
contrary to all sorts of different policy objectives.

the european commission had subsequently done
more work on a further communication to ensure
that eu land management is more explicitly based
on sustainable principles and that progress towards
achieving desired levels of a more sustainable use
of land as a resource can be measured against
meaningful indicators – for example the extent of
multi-functional use of land. if there is to be a
further eu contribution to the policy debate around
more sustainable management process of land as
a resource, then eu policy makers have already
reached the realisation that they will need to
define objectives and explore priorities for actions.
these could include:

• preventing degradation, particularly by
protecting soil quality;

• encouraging sustainable farming and forestry
practices;

• Mapping and assessing ecosystems and
protecting biodiversity; and

• restoring downgraded land and encouraging
“land recycling”.

“We actively need to restore degraded land and
encourage land recycling, in particular by
supporting the regeneration of brownfields.
Hundreds of thousands of hectares of former
industrial or commercial land lie abandoned in
our cities and peri-urban areas.”

“[...]While no one knows for sure how many
brownfields there are in the EU as a whole, nor
the regeneration potential they offer, it is clear
that there is a huge amount of land that could
potentially be brought back into the economic
cycle, creating jobs, improving conditions in the
inner cities, reducing urban sprawl, and
preserving our peri-urban countryside and
natural areas. There are many wonderful
examples of this having been done successfully,
but they need to be replicated many times over.”

Speech by: European Environment Commissioner
Janez Potočnik at the Commission Conference
‘Land as a resource’ Brussels, 19 June 2014
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at the highest level, climate goals feature in the
europe 2020 strategy’s headline targets:

• greenhouse gas emissions which are 20% lower
than 1990 (or even 30%, if the conditions are right);

• 20% of energy (to come from) from renewables; and
• 20% increase in energy efficiency.

the restoration of mineral sites offers opportunities
for climate change mitigation and adaptation
strategies to be tested and better understood. the
high level targets above will be met in many different
ways and practitioners should have a heightened
awareness of this and seek potential climate change
benefits at every stage of the site restoration
process. climate resilience is an essential element
in the long term legacy of any restoration project.

poliCy into praCtiCe: balanCing
spatial development
a valid and important consideration when thinking
about the usage to which a restoration site will be
put should be the predominant use and character of
the site and its surrounding area. this in turn should
shape what a restoration does and the form it takes.
this has already been explored in some depth in the
context of immediate surroundings when we talked
earlier in this report about “place”. now we will look
more at land-use concerns more broadly and the
need to take a functional approach.

one way of addressing this might be take a broader
view and ask oneself what it is that is lacking in the
local area (and the definition of local is probably
changeable), and to see whether a particular site
restoration offers the opportunity to “fill that gap”
or “meet that need”. another angle is to consider
where more might be needed – this might entail a
look into the future as well as a consideration of the
current situation. if so, all well and good, the best
restoration work will take account of future needs
and priorities as well as present ones.

one might ask: what new possibilities are presented
by a restoration exercise? What are the possibilities
in a given place? are the possibilities appropriate
when considered in the round, and should they
therefore be pursued in earnest?

equally important as this kind of functional analysis
of the restoration site itself is a consideration of the
“functional character” of a particular site location

and environs – for example are we thinking about a
locality with an agricultural feel? this might be
conceived of as an exercise in determining what a
“good fit” is. Just because there is a lack of
something – or a shortfall in a particular type of
provision – in a given area it doesn’t mean that this
type of development would be appropriate in a given
landscape or be complementary to existing activity.
We are after all looking for balance here as opposed
to over-dominance of any particular function unless
there is a compelling case for doing so and no
negative impacts entailed. site restoration is,
ultimately, an opportunity to bring a further
dimension to an existing land area – the decision will
be as to whether to mirror what is already there or
whether in some way to rebalance the existing state
of play. any number of factors can be brought to
bear in the decision-making process but clearly
there is a considerable body of good practice
evidence to be drawn upon from land-use planning
in general which can be fused with the underpinning
principles of high quality restoration as set out in
the restore project.

there is balance to be struck here in a different sense
too, and part of the process in a given place might be
about compromise. if one site is designed to meet a
particular need then a second site might be allocated
a different purpose to ensure that a second need is
met. at the site-specific level, the design itself may
well be affected by the desire to meet the needs of
different groups whose needs and aspirations
potentially “clash” if not taken into account at the
design stage. of course, on-site balance and
compromise may not always be possible and some
options may prove to be genuinely mutually
exclusive and beyond anyone’s ingenuity.

often however, being “clever” or “smart” can offer a
workable solution; for example a site whose purpose
is partly to support bird nesting but also to be a
resource for dog walkers might be planned and
designed in such a way that there is provision for
both whilst direct contact between the two is
avoided. in other words the wishes and aspirations
of different user groups are balanced and considered
in parallel in such a way that both – or more – are
served by the same scheme of works.
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also take into account diverse potential user groups
and must manage user expectations and issues
about access needs. in the end, satisfying a range of
conflicting demands may prove impossible and will
require compromise – and the making of decisions
very likely to leave at least some dissatisfied.
referring back to the policy framework provides a
reference point for assessment of, and justification
for, different approaches. the challenge is to
interpret these in terms of a specific local context.

some related practical considerations might include:

• how best to serve local communities with new or
improved natural assets and create new public
awareness through access supported by information
leading to appropriate and sustainable use.

• how to avoid unintended consequences, for
example creating a biodiversity imbalance or natural
conflict; making locations ‘too successful’ and thus
encouraging car use for access to new facilities. it is
important to consider the proposed location in
terms of sustainable management of access.

• how to facilitate contact between different user
groups so each understands the others’ needs e.g.
sharing pathways, using signage to indicate there
are other users, or some sort of segregation.

• how to guarantee the long term management and
maintenance of new sites? no landscape stays the
same. Who is going to look after it and who pays?
this could require a combination of private finance,
local government (public) funding, input and
resourcing from relevant ngos and encouraging
volunteers who will ‘own’ the landscape.

realising the potential oF mineral
site restoration in land use
as the relevant parts of the restore project reports
make clear, there are a considerable number of
specific contributions that mineral site restorations
can make towards the aims of land use policy. it is
very clear that sites offer scope for innovation, the
testing of new approaches and the further
development of transferable models for restoration.
this is what the parts of the restore project with a
clear focus on best practice attempt to explore and
draw out. in the meanwhile we should follow a key
precept of the restore Manifesto and ensure that
we recognise and capitalise upon the opportunity to
showcase a large amount of transferable good

practice in land-use which would contribute to the
above policy aspirations. north West europe is under
particular land-use pressure as already explained and
mineral site restoration here can demonstrate a
smarter, multi-functional approach which will
maximise land potential whilst promoting long-term
sustainability at the same time.

this potential is both considerable and important
as a simple list of relevant outputs makes clear:

• recycling of brownfield sites (technical issues
about classification notwithstanding);

• restoration of natural habitats and habitat
connectivity;

• creation of new habitats;
• provision of new resources – water, woodland; and
• provision of new services including recreational

and educational facilities.

there is a particular advantage to be gained in peri-
urban areas where open space/countryside tends
to be fragmented. restored mineral sites have the
potential to re-establish open space connectivity
across highly developed areas and serve large
urban populations at the same time. all of the
above can make a significant contribution to
provision of green infrastructure – particularly if
integrated with other projects/initiatives. this point
and others is returned to when we consider the
possible contributions that site restoration can
make to land-use and green infrastructure more
specifically. in the meanwhile we can safely assert
that the potential is huge and directly addresses
critical issues of universal concern.

the Climate Change dimension
the recent trend with eu climate change policy
actions for both adaptation and mitigation
strategies has been to encourage mainstreaming;
that is the integration of climate change across
all relevant policy areas, with financial support
made available in relevant budget streams and
funding programmes.

as part of the europe 2020 strategy to bring about
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, responding
to the challenges of climate change is seen as
contributing to the creation of new jobs, the
generation of “green” growth and helping to
strengthen europe’s competitiveness.
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the local economy (jobs)
post-restoration benefits extend to the local visitor
economy as detailed above. there may be a clear
correlation between particular restored sites and
local jobs where people for example are offering
accommodation in the area or where local existing
retail operations are made use of by visitors.

there may be a more direct link between the
operations of a mineral site and the creation of local
jobs at the extraction stage. nevertheless, local jobs
may also be created and evolve at the restoration
stage – with job opportunities created in sports
centres, by working as wardens or lifeguards,
working in cafes and visitor centres. these are all
potential ongoing functions that can serve as job
opportunities in the local area. typically part-time
or seasonal they nevertheless have a discernible
local economic benefit.

local artists and crafts people – especially at the
micro level – are also able to boost their earning
potential in instances where, for example, they are
able to win agreement to take raw materials from
the site such as wood for furniture, objets d’art,
baskets, etc. in similar vein, hedge layers may be
able to make use of coppiced material, reed can be
commercially cropped and thatch derived from
common reed can all be used by specialists who
earn a living from their particular skills.

the local economy (production and housing)
turning our attention to activities undertaken on
a larger scale and thinking beyond individual job
opportunities, restored sites are often ideal for
growing products which can be used as biofuel
(notwithstanding debates over competing demands
for use of land discussed elsewhere). the
beneficiaries in the immediate sense here are the
primary producers, contractors who cut the crop
(willow, grasses, straw, reeds, etc.) and the
companies in the subsequent production line
process who might dry, shred, pellet, and
distribute/delivers goods for use. similar
processes apply to wood as well.

in instances where sites are restored to agricultural
use – the tenant farmer, landowner or freeholder
is the obvious initial beneficiary but the benefits
extends into the relevant customer base and supply
chain. indeed on larger scale sites, they are arguably
a defining feature of the nature of the local economy.
in cases where sites are restored to forestry, multiple
benefits can be identified across both the “people”

and the “nature” dimensions of course. Woodland
restoration initiatives are costly and often perceived
to give only a long term return – that needn’t always
be the case however and the option is very much a
live one in the right set of circumstances.

in cases where built form is allowed on restored
sites, the footprint of the extraction work is pretty
much replaced with a like for like warehousing,
factory or office building or even residential
developments. at Watercolour in redhill, surrey, a
550 unit site of about 24 hectares includes homes,
local amenities, and built infrastructure and
transport connections.

the planning process may limit the possibility of
house building – and the subject is a controversial
one anyway – nevertheless despite there being no
immediate permission to build that is not to say that
it cannot be done by agreement. Finally, at the
economic level more generally, an attractive site
restoration can in turn boost the value of existing
residential property to the advantage of owners.

mineral planning in the larger
planning proCess
land use planning is dominated by an emphasis
on urban/built form development. as a result the
focus of the planning profession is largely on the
satisfactory accommodation of new housing and
employment development and supporting
infrastructure. Mineral planning, and certainly
planning work around mineral site restoration, is
often viewed as a specialist area within land use
planning and may often be seen as the ‘poor
relation’ within the profession.

previously, mineral planning and waste planning
were in some places closely bracketed, and the
responsibility for both sat (and still sits) at the same
level of government in the united Kingdom for
example. Mineral sites were a convenient repository
for waste as already pointed out and landfill was
the predominant method of waste disposal and
treatment. More recently, that linkage has weakened
as a result of changes in the way waste is managed.
the move away from landfilling and the ever-
increasing emphasis on reduction reuse and recycle,
and disposal through incineration or bio-treatments
means that the two skill sets have diverged and will
presumably continue to do so.

Mineral planning is undoubtedly a challenging work
area, often being highly controversial. Mineral
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the nature oF the beneFits
Who are the potential ‘beneficiaries’ of mineral site
restoration work? any sensible answer will constitute
a long list including local populations of all ages
(school children to “third age”), businesses –
particular in the service sector, visitors (tourists),
scientific/environmental practitioners and
researchers. and any of these beneficiaries get
multiple wins – educational; social; community-
building; promotion of health and well-being; new
economic opportunities; better environmental
quality; and sense/pride of place, and more.

What high quality restoration essentially delivers
is high quality environment in its broadest sense.
it follows that benefit is well-nigh universal (and
indeed extends beyond the human race into
flora and fauna). to analyse the nature and extent
of these beneficiaries in a more meaningful
way we might think about differentiating our
categorisation thus:

(i) For nature
restored sites have a contribution to make of
fundamental importance. they bring greater
environmental security within particular areas and
are a resource that can be used for exploring and
demonstrating future environmental improvement
and management techniques. ecosystems as a whole
are in this sense beneficiaries too – birds and plants
benefit. the broader/multiple use of sites should
also come into consideration here; whether it be the
role that sites play as part of flood alleviation
schemes alongside another function or as providers
of ecosystem services in addition to another role.

(ii) For people
restoration has made something ‘better’ and it is
visible and tangible. listed here are some potential
benefits for local communities and other groups, and
there will be others not yet foreseen. Many are
returned to in much greater detail when considering
the nature and extent of the contribution that
restoration work can bring in different context –
here our focus is in identifying the beneficiaries.

local communities – benefits extend to residents
enjoying walks and runs, local school groups, anyone
who lives and/or walks near by and has the
opportunity to access sites and use whatever facilities
are on offer. the health and well-being dimension of
attractive green/open space is increasingly coming to
be recognised and understood, and those who
choose to use whatever sites might make available

in terms of recreational facilities are increasingly being
shown to enjoy health benefits as a direct result.
Where fire-wood and other markets are developed
on-site or using on-site produce these are almost
always local sales markets to which local communities
have ready access should they so choose.

there is also a more intangible dimension at play
here. there is something about the way in which
sites act as assets strengthening local identity and
local ‘ownership’ of a given location or landscape
(‘our’ open space), community cohesion is often
cited as something which is added to and/or
becomes more visible (e.g. allotments and
community orchards, facilities for dog walkers,
horse riders, cyclists, etc.).

visitors and tourists – archetypically this will apply
to final usage around leisure and recreation be it
users of a water-sports centre or bird-watchers;
golfers or a group of people enjoying a picnic.
these visits might be short – even fleeting, or be
undertaken as part of a regular (even daily) routine –
and made frequently made the same people.
But they might also be part of a larger itinerary for
visitors coming from further afield. What is thought
of as “touristic” for a visitor might also be a local
recreational opportunity for someone living close
by perhaps, so our classifications begin to blur here.

examples of activities which might attract local
residents or visitors alike include guided walks, bat
walks, identification courses – insects, waterfowl
themed visits, etc. there may be a heritage (in the
sense of local social history) dimension when, for
example, sites are used for growing traditional fruit
and vegetables varieties or when community
orchards or community kitchens of some sort are
established to do this.

groups such as non-governmental organisations –
ngos will often come to do work on nature reserves;
this might allow valuable species-recording,
counting, measuring, or investigation work to be
done. the work that such groups do may also be
directly enhancing the site itself through clearing
work or building gates and stiles or similar – typically
this has been done by volunteer groups but such
activity is also increasingly seen as part of corporate
events for which businesses are often happy to make
a financial contribution. ngos may also use nature
reserves on restored sites as areas for growing
organic meat or fruits and vegetables.
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needs to be recognised and understood. cultivating
good contacts in the relevant directorate generals of
the european commission and with Members of the
european parliament (Meps) helps and should be
part of a broader plan of action. so does responding
to consultations at the green paper or
communication stages, attending and making expert
inputs to european commission events and
parliamentary hearings or intergroup meetings all
serve as ways of keeping in touch with the process
and the process-shapers as well as developing and
maintaining an understanding at an early stage of
the likely impacts of new policy and legislation.

above all, a combination of the above sorts of
actions enables one to get views and concerns across
at the earliest possible stage to those who are
shaping the policy and law. it is important too to
understand that this is very much a two-way process,
and that policy-makers in the eu institutions in
particular will openly acknowledge the fact that they
need, and rely on, the insights and advice that
practitioners can bring. only by this means do they
gain the assurance that policy proposals meet the
complex challenges faced ‘on the ground’ across
europe. if there are key points to be considered and
key pitfalls to be aware of, this is highly valuable
intelligence for policy-makers to have at the earliest
possible stage.

during the transposition process
exactly the same principles as above apply at the
next stage of the process. again, being in a position
where one is already well-informed about what is
happening at eu level enables one to do awareness
raising and forward planning work back at the
national level well in advance of any new legislative
requirements being transposed into national law.
By putting oneself in this position, one is able to ask
oneself and other stakeholders a range of key
questions at a timely point in the process. Will
existing national regulation change (or even
disappear) as a result of directive transposition?
Will any new regulatory changes impact directly
on one’s organisation, sector, competitors, and
activities? does this have implications for resources,
procedures, training, costs, etc., and to what extent?
When exactly does one need to start planning for
adaption and what is the timetable for new
regulation implementation?

in terms of engaging in the shaping process itself
as well as preparing for the post-implementation
phase, are there others in the same position and

can they help – should one link up and develop
implementation strategies together with others? are
there key concerns to raise – and if so with whom?
are there key points to be monitored closely – how
does one become directly involved in the process
and influence it? are there powerful allies or
formidable opponents? etc.

during eu programme development
the multi-annual eu funding programmes are
designed to support and help deliver the eu’s policy
priorities and political targets as we have already
seen in this report. in this way they should be looked
upon as resources and in common with any resource
it may be that one wants to shape the nature of that
resource as it is designed. in just the same way as in
the policy development stage there are opportunities
to influence what emerges in finalised form, so it is
important to ensure one keeps oneself informed from
the earliest stages of the shaping of relevant funding
streams. it is valuable to have a sense of the likely
annual and overalls budget allocations and how these
might be split between various parts that go to make
up any particular funding stream. it is especially
important to understand the key purpose of the
programme from the funder’s viewpoint and to be
clear about the outcomes that are being sought.
once that has been understood, one can think about
how a case can be developed that one’s organisation,
sector, place or constituency of stakeholders has a
direct contribution to make to the programme.
one might ask oneself for example, are the measures
relevant and do they target a real need or gap in
understanding that one is well-placed to address?
is anything important omitted from the programme
content? are there linkages to be made with other
programmes or policy areas? are there practical
issues within the programme architecture which one
might urge the funder to address?

the involvement with programme shaping is in many
ways an ongoing opportunity and task given that
so many programmes operate with annual work
programmes within which are identified annual
priorities and detailed indications of exactly what
the programme seeks to support in that particular
year when calls for proposals are issued. there is
value in continuing to monitor how a programme is
delivering against its objectives, whether problems
are becoming apparent – perhaps in the measures
within a programme where bids are slow to
emerge or are if poor quality, or whether there are
particular programme targets that are proving
difficult to achieve.
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working is often unpopular to local communities
where there is considerable opposition to what is
being proposed. it is also technically complex – as
are other areas of planning of course, but mineral
planning can be extreme. it is also not “universal” in
the way that other dimensions of planning are – not
everywhere has mineral sites!! this may result in it
not being a favoured area to work in within the
profession. it is also somewhat different from other
mainstream planning areas. this in turn makes it
potentially a “specialist” area and therefore one
from which professionals might shy away and
certainly one that requires a broad understanding
across a wide range of subject areas as is argued
later in this section.

a mineral site is in effect a continuous process of
development that extends over a period of years
and perhaps decades. thus, unlike ‘mainstream
development’ which will be built, completed and
occupied within a relatively short timescale, the
interest of a planning regulatory authority is
maintained over the lifetime of a quarry until it is
fully restored and returned to appropriate and
sustainable after use. a long timeframe.

this ‘neglect’ of mineral planning can begin at the
educational stage in schools/departments of
planning within higher education institutions, where
very few courses provide specific training, modules
or studies in minerals. nor do many generic planning
courses .extend to cover the breadth, or depth, of
subject areas that a mineral planner will need to
have a sound understanding of. For example,
hydrology, geology, landscape and ecology which are
not necessarily taught as part of a standard syllabus.

this may go some way to explaining a trend of the
moment where we can see an increased diversification
of environmental professions where mineral planners
increasingly have recourse to individual specialists for
advice instead of relying on their own generalist
knowledge. Whatever the exact cause, the fact
remains that in the uK, for example, only one “Mineral
planning authority” has any staff employed to address
the restoration of mineral sites expressly.

this position can be exacerbated further by the
organisational nature and administrative structure
within which mineral planning is conducted in
different ways in different member states. in the uK,
for instance mineral planning is often undertaken at
a higher/county level and as such is divorced from
mainstream planning which operates at a

lower/district level. different responsibilities sit at
different levels in this scenario and this can worsen
the lack of integration between minerals and other
forms of planning. that said, the uK situation is
atypical, and it is more often the case in other parts
of north West europe to find mineral planning well
integrated with ‘mainstream’ planning. this form of
integration has self-evident benefit but can at the
same time prove to be a less supportive environment
within which the very specialist skills discussed
above can develop. in other words, each option
brings its own issues and challenges.

given the restore project good practice principles,
such integration of different elements of the
planning profession becomes critical if mineral
restoration is to meet green infrastructure,
biodiversity, land-use and other wider needs
successfully. in this sense the ideal would seem to
be a situation where mineral planning is given due
regard and emphasis in both the vocational
education and professional workplace sphere (and
in the case of the first where the multiple knowledge
areas required are understood and provided for);
where the particularities of mineral planning are
understood and respected; and where,
notwithstanding these particularities, mineral
planning practice is nevertheless integrated with
other dimensions of professional practice.

opportunities to engage in the
eu poliCy proCess
it is clearly important to understand eu policy and
legislation and how to interact with relevant eu
institutions and others in order to secure the right
outcomes for mineral restoration work. that activity is
made all the more valuable if it accompanied by taking
advantage of the many opportunities to interact with
peer practitioners in a european context to explore
professional and technical issues of site restoration and
its best practice. the various opportunities for this to
be achieved are explored below:

during the policy development
and legislative process
early awareness of emerging policy is an invaluable
prerequisite to being able to develop a sense and
understanding of the likely trends and the main
drivers that will shape strategic priorities as they
emerge from policy and law-making bodies. the
body of reports produced within the restore
project hopefully make clear that there is a wealth of
relevant policy which will have an impact – directly
or indirectly – on mineral restoration work. this
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• interaction with other sectors (including
researchers) and different kinds of organisations;

• Wider understanding of relevant policy frameworks
at all levels and in other member states; and

• access to a large corpus of experience which
continues to grow. Why re-invent the wheel?

With all of this comes the additional plus that the
activity undertaken within the context of an
approved project is at least part funded by the eu
itself with on occasion the opportunity to use that
support as the means to lever in further financial
resource from external sources.

practitioners interested in restore will find a wealth
of experience in the past and current work of the
territorial cooperation programmes. this experience
will include innovative approaches to shared
challenges, research and testing work with resulting
evidence bases, piloting of local activities, and the
capturing of bad, good and best practice.

benefits to policy makers: it is clear that policy
makers risk being isolated from the real world and
they need the informed input that only practitioners
can provide. By getting involved in eu programmes,
it is possible for policy makers to learn from activity
that can serve to shape future policy development
to ensure it is directly relevant to need and is based
on a correct and up to date understanding of
territorial realities.

in this way, specific potential benefits include:

• opportunities to develop and then draw upon up
to date evidence bases which can be used to drive
policy development;

• test beds within which new policy and practice can
be trialled and analysed;

• the sort of knowledge transfer that gives assurance
and confidence about adapting, transferring and
implementing new policy;

• opportunities to learn from both the mistakes and
the positive achievements of others; and

• opportunities to share understanding with
professional colleagues and harness their expertise.

the eu Cohesion policy 2014-20 sets out how the eu
intends to invest in eu regions depending on their
level of need and provides the legal framework for
territorial cooperation programmes. the policy
direction comes primarily from europe 2020 and the
territorial agenda 2020 albeit it long predates both in
earlier forms and has evolved over the last half-

century. there is financial provision within the overall
eu budget to fund activities designed to implement
the cohesion policy – for the 2014-20 period this
accounts for over 30% of the total budget. it is no
coincidence that cohesion policy describes itself as an
investment policy therefore – it is just that and sets
out to act as a trigger or catalyst for activity by
making investments through funding programmes
and other means. the same language and approach
has been carried forward into the work programme
of the 2014 established european commission under
the leadership of Jean-claude Juncker with the
development of its “Juncker plan” – known more
formally as the “investment plan” and which looks to
deliver real change through a new “european Fund
for strategic investment” with a planned total
investment of €315billion over three years.

europe 2020 – the overarching policy
this has been addressed in detail in a previous
section but is returned to here in the context of
subsidy/funding programmes. the themes for
cooperation actions within erdF over the period up
to 2020 set out above reflect the eu’s highest level
policy priorities and targets set out in the growth
strategy for europe 2020. We should remind
ourselves that these priorities and targets were
developed in the aftermath of the global financial
crisis and approved by the european council in 2010
and are very much of their time. their aim, as
previously explained, was to restore confidence,
making the eu more competitive in a global context
and to create more (and better) jobs. growth needs
to be smart, sustainable and inclusive. eu targets for
employment, r&d, climate change and energy
sustainability, education, and fighting poverty and
social exclusion set common goals for national as
well as eu-level actions. all of this is very closely
reflected in the way in which funding programmes
are now organised and shaped and the focal points
that applicants will need to adopt.

europe 2020 is designed to initiate a comprehensive
eu response, with sectoral policies expected to take on
board the ‘smart, sustainable and inclusive’ approach.
the uneven economic performance across the eu
remains an ongoing challenge and much of the policy
actions, and the financial support, is directed towards
stimulating more rapid development for the lagging
member states. above all, in the context of territorial
cooperation and funding we need to be wholly clear
that europe 2020 is the benchmark for deciding what
kinds of cooperation actions will be judged appropriate
for funding support in the 2014-2020 period.
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Working with peer practitioners
and organisations
aside from joint eu funded project work, there
are many scenarios within which one might
usefully seek to interact in a european context
with other practitioners.

Formal european networks of all sizes and types,
professional bodies, issue-focussed or thematic
ngos, and informal platforms can all serve as a
source of knowledge and past experience for
sharing and comparison purposes as well as for
providing the opportunity for new professional
contacts. Working in this way can often be a means
of assessing the eu-wide relevance of particular
issues and of building alliances to develop joint
positions for more effective lobbying and influencing
actions. Many of the groups described above are
not only expert in their subject areas but in working
at the “Brussels level” and are adept in knowing
how, when and with whom to bring pressure to
bear. they also provide a way to enhance
professional development through exposure to
new ideas and different systems, working cultures
and approaches, all elements of real value.

example
the peri-urban regions platform europe
(purple) is a network of large regions seeking
greater recognition for peri-urban as a distinct
kind of territory. the network has lobbied since
2004 at eu level for acknowledgement of peri-
urban territory and related issues in agricultural,
environmental and above all regional policy
and related regulation.

By organising events, visits and conferences and
regular working meetings in between political
representatives and practitioners purple has
helped develop its members own expertise and
understanding and gained visibility for the issues
which concern them. it holds and attends
meetings in Brussels, where there are regular
contacts with the eu institutions, and rotates
meetings and study visits around its member
regions so that local practitioners have an
opportunity to interact with their peers from
other member states.

www.purple-eu.org

territorial Cooperation and
Funding – harmonious and
balanCed development

european regional development
Funding (erdF)
€10.3 billion of european regional development
Funding (erdF) is being invested over the period
2014-2020 in 107 different territorial cooperation
programmes. these include sixty cross-border
programmes, ten trans-national programmes and
four programmes to promote inter-regional
cooperation: interreg europe, interact (technical
assistance programme), urbact and espon.

access to this funding varies from one member state
to another and is limited both by geographical
eligibility (“programme areas”) and in some cases by
economic/social eligibility criteria. however the
inter-regional cooperation strand which in many
ways is the most interesting, if not the best
resourced (i.e. €500m), is open to all eu member
states with the aim, as the european commission
puts it, to showcase ‘what regions do well, to the
benefit of those still investing’.

the main themes for actions are:

• economic competitiveness;
• economic development;
• creating attractive regions to live and work in;
• sustainable environmental development; and
• promoting a safe and healthy environment.

a short consideration of why one should consider it
worthwhile to engage with eu policy and practice
through its funding programmes is perhaps helpful;

benefits to practitioners: taking part in the
cooperation programmes provides some obvious and
less obvious gains for an organisation and for
individual participants. it can help build capacity in a
number of ways and areas, providing challenges
which may be outside normal working experience.
the benefits which might result include:

• Widening technical knowledge about a given topic;
• opportunities to test new approaches, ideas and

ways of working with other practitioners;
• opportunity to work in an international context

and improve understanding of other systems and
hone communication skills;

• development of project and financial
management skills;
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the 2014-20 cooperation programme for interreg
europe states:

“Europe faces several challenges that strongly
impact on a wide range of policy fields at EU,
national, regional and local level. The main
challenge is the capacity of the European
economy to grow, innovate and generate jobs on
the way out of the crisis still affecting parts of
Europe at the start of programme period. In
parallel Europe needs to respond to demographic
change and climate change and turn around its
resource dependency. Many of these economic
and societal challenges are defined by increasing
international dependencies and interrelations –
on a European and even a global scale.

The programme area consists of 286 regions.
The characteristics, situation and prospects of
these regions in light of the described challenges
are very diverse. They include metropolitan
regions that are home to a growing share of
the European population and have become
important drivers of economic growth. But this
concentration of people and economic activities
also brings specific challenges. At the same time
the largest part of the European territory
consists of regions with a variety of peri-urban,
rural, coastal, mountainous or other territorial
characteristics, which host their own specific mix
of regional opportunities and challenges for
smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.”

the interreg europe programme teases out the
relationship between policy and practice in a new
and different way whereby it requires applicants to
directly apply the work that hey do within the project
to “policy instruments” in their areas, a proportion of
which must be directly linked to the erdF programme
itself. in other words, the conclusions, impacts and
implications of work undertaken with erdF funding
should feed directly back into the programme
management documents themselves, updating,
amending and improving content.

urbact aims to foster sustainable integrated urban
development in cities across europe so that cities
(and, in practice, smaller centres as well) might work
together to develop integrated solutions to common
urban challenges, by networking, learning from
one another’s experiences, drawing lessons and
identifying good practices to improve urban policies.

the urBact iii programme from 2014-20 (€96.3m)
has four main objectives:

1. capacity for policy delivery: to improve the
capacity of cities to manage sustainable urban
policies and practices in an integrated and
participative way.

2. policy design: to improve the design of
sustainable urban policies and practices in cities.

3. policy implementation: to improve the
implementation of integrated and sustainable
urban strategies and actions in cities.

4. Building and sharing Knowledge: to ensure that
practitioners and decision makers at all levels
have access to knowledge and share know-how
on all aspects of sustainable urban development
in order to improve urban development policies.

there are three types of interventions which might
be undertaken within urbact funded projects in
order to help reach these objectives:

• transnational exchange;
• capacity-building; and
• capitalisation and dissemination.

areas of potential relevance within the urbact
programme for those interested in mineral site
restoration –given the location of most sites –
include urban-rural linkages and urban sprawl.

espon the european spatial planning observation
network is an eu (regional development) funded
european territorial cooperation programme tasked
with producing a pan-european, comparable
evidence base (mainly in the form of statistics,
analyses and maps) for policy development about
territorial trends and the impact of policies. in
addition to collating evidence, it promotes
knowledge transfer and policy learning to public
authorities and other policy actors at all levels. in the
new erdF programme 2014-2020 espon will focus
on the thematic objective: “enhancing institutional
capacity of public authorities and stakeholders and
efficient public administration”.

in this sense it can be seen and understood that the
purpose of espon is to increase the understanding
of territorial trends and development and of
monitoring these. essentially a reinforcement role
therefore – in this case reinforcing the effectiveness
of eu cohesion policy and other more specific
policies and programmes “which are directly
addressed by european structural investment (esi)
funds as well as national and regional territorial
development policies, through the production,
dissemination and promotion of territorial evidence”.
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Cross border cooperation is targeted at responding
to the common challenges shared by individual
border regions, and on exploiting opportunities for
cooperation and new economic growth in these
areas. over one third of the total eu population lives
in the 38 internal border areas included in the
programme. cross border cooperation has been
around since 1990 so there is a wealth of experience
which can be drawn upon and a huge back catalogue
of good practice. Many projects within the 60 or so
programmes are relatively small scale and involve
local initiatives and participants. the programmes
have all been redesigned for the 2014-20 period
including the inevitable overt alignment with europe
2020 as well as a degree of simplification in
management and administration requirements.

transnational cooperation promotes cooperation
among groups of european regions. as well as the
north West europe (nWe) programme which funded
restore, it includes groupings surrounding sea
basins (e.g. Baltic sea region, north sea,
Mediterranean and atlantic area) or mountain
ranges (e.g. alpine space) as well as the peripheral
and island regions of europe. this zonal approach is
an explicit attempt to draw together areas which
cross national boundaries but which face common
challenges and share common characteristics in
both physical and non-physical ways.

regions are able to cooperate on and develop
responses to joint challenges like flood management,
transport and communication corridors,
international business and research linkages, urban
development and others. again, these priorities stem
from europe 2020, and actions will need to show a
wider benefit in terms of transferability and better-
informed input to future policy and strategies.

interregional Cooperation provides a europe-wide
framework for the exchange of experiences between
local and regional actors to contribute to the eu’s
2020 strategies on growth, jobs and sustainable
development. it also aims at reducing disparities
by matching less experienced regions with more
advanced regions in the various policy fields such as
innovation, demographic change, energy supply and
climate change. it incorporates interreg europe,
interact (technical assistance), urbact and espon.

interreg europe covers all 28 member states of the
european union plus norway and switzerland and
supports policy learning, sharing of knowledge and
transfer of good practices between regional and
local authorities and other regional actors.
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Source: Region B2 Infoview (AIR 2012)
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target 1
Fully implement the birds and habitats directive
(contribution towards the target of halting
deterioration of species and habitats).

Mineral sites can:

• create new habitats or opportunities for habitat
development – or extend existing ones (for
example, a mineral site sitting between two
protected woodlands blocks could be restored
to woodland itself which then links the two
hitherto divided blocks).

• contribute to new understanding about
‘restoring’ species populations and habitat
provision (for example, in the case of large
sites where it is planned from the outset that
ngos, or others, will assume management
responsibility at some future point and plans to
incorporate facilities such as visitor centres and
similar can be planned for from an early stage).

• Join up habitats and fragmented landscape
patterns – providing some connectivity (the
woodland block example would serve, but we
might also look at work that has been carried
out for example, reinstating lost hedgerows
to rejoin what had become disconnected
stretches of hedgerows. another example
would be reconnecting two otherwise
severed water courses).

• provide new locations – ‘stopovers’ for
migratory species(for example, catchment
wide/river basin scale restoration projects –
of which there are many – could include
networks of reedbeds).

• Make conservation visible to people –
increasing awareness of the dangers of habitat
loss, and the importance of conservation –
as well as teaching respect for surroundings
(ambitious restoration plans will set out in
advance how a whole valley for example is
to be restored in stages – guided walks,
informative literature, group visits, etc. are all
ways to relay key messages in this regard and
raise awareness levels of work that is being
done in people’s immediate localities).

target 2
Maintain and restore ecosystems and their services.

• create new green infrastructure (in addition to
meeting biodiversity targets per se, there are
opportunities for restored mineral sites to
produce informal recreation opportunities
and access options. the benefits to this are
probably greatest when done in locations
adjoining built-up areas (peri-urban), in such
cases there will often be important
opportunities to link these restorations with
existing green infrastructure schemes where
restored sites can form vital parts of corridors
or give a fully rounded dimension to a suite
of activities/landscapes across different land
use functions or habitats).

• return degraded ecosystems to a viable status
(a starting point might be where a restoration
scheme takes a degraded system such as some
very intensively used agricultural land, then
works it and next restores it to something of
a better ecological character than were
previously the case. such an approach can often
work, but it needs to be recognised that the
process often entails completely replacing the
original system as opposed to restoring it.
in such instances, a more balanced outcome
can sometimes be achieved by completely
removing some original elements but retaining
and upgrading others.

• connect people with nature in a managed and
controlled way (to reduce negative impacts on
nature). (For example one might introduce
educational visits at all levels, from young
school pupils to higher education students, to
volunteer groups and similar). Where a retail
outlet of some sort is established either on a
site or is selling materials from a site nearby, it
is possible to achieve real connectivity between
particular restoration site locations and people
– even to the extent of developing some sort
of brand awareness.
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the Contribution that site
restoration Can make to eu level
biodiversity poliCy and targets
Work towards delivering habitat creation and species
targets for Biodiversity 2020 has an obvious synergy
with mineral site restoration work. it is evident
however that the contribution is an uneven one and
that mineral site restoration will make a greater
contribution to some sorts of habitats as opposed to
others. nevertheless, the extent of that contribution
should not be underestimated and in the uK for
instance it has been calculated that mineral site
restoration can in itself deliver the total national
target volume (as set out in the Biodiversity action
plan (Bap)) with regards to nine priority habitat types:

• lowland dry acid grassland;
• lowland wood-pasture and parkland;
• lowland heathland;
• purple moor grass and rush pastures;
• Wet reedbeds;
• coastal and floodplain grazing marsh;
• saline lagoons;
• lowland meadows; and
• upland hay meadows

(Source: Nature after Minerals)

nb: of course there are also partial contributions that
are made to the overall target volumes which apply
to many other habitat types. nor should we lose
sight of the fact that it is not only sites that are being
restored to nature conservation that are able to
make significant contributions to achieving
biodiversity targets.

restoration sites (which are often by definition large
and where there is very often an emphasis on hitting
targets at large-scale level) are particularly well-
placed to contribute to broader biodiversity targets
through measures such as providing landscape scale
linkages and/or corridors. in the netherlands this
last can even be seen being addressed and targeted
at the national level where a map exists showing
where all biodiversity corridors and linkages could
and should be.

restoration work can also contribute to carbon
capture and storage as can be seen in a lot of work
currently underway in the uK in particular. From this
perspective there is a clear link to the ecosystem
services agenda albeit just how readily realisable this
is in practice remains open to debate.

a key point to note here is that all the above is often
approached in terms of work which helps halt
biodiversity loss, but there is potential to go a long
way beyond that starting point. policy is often
oriented towards the protection of designated sites
and species and mitigating any unavoidable loss.
however, as has already been demonstrated,
restoration work is capable of making a far greater
and more positive contribution. For example, new
habitat can be created as part of restoration work.
What was previously low grade agricultural; land
could be (and is) restored to high quality reed bed,
or that same low grade agricultural land might be
restored to species-rich grassland whilst being
restored to agricultural use – a much better
ecological quality sward can result than was
there previously.

the scope and potential of the contribution should
therefore not be underestimated and it needs to be
recognised by all sectors, – by which we mean
industry, the public sector and environmental ngos
as well as the general public. there is however a
specific role and responsibility for the regulatory
world and the planning profession who ultimately
drive and shape the relevant parts of the planning
systems through which the nature of restoration
work is agreed. this is arguably in part about
professional practice and, for example, the familiarity
of planning professionals with relevant policy
frameworks that make clear the need to go beyond
mitigation and to make a direct contribution to
biodiversity targets. in similar vein, those whose
primary remit in the public or third sector is with
ecological improvement can, and should, be
encouraged and supported to make the links with
planned restoration work and the potential it has for
delivering on ecological goals and targets. at which
point we come full circle and have arrived back at
the attainment of Biodiversity 2020 targets.

With regard to specific Biodiversity 2020 target
attainment the following detailed analysis and
commentary can be applied:
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target 5
help combat invasive alien species.

there is no obvious contribution for restored
sites to make in combating invasive alien species.
the approach to take is more about ensuring that
such species are effectively rebuffed so as not to
undermine the other benefits that restoration
might bring. When a site is freshly restored it is in
some ways akin to an open wound and in that
way is prone to be colonised by an alien species.
For example in a scenario where an ideal
seedbed has been created, that will be as
attractive to an alien species as any other.
caution is always necessary therefore and
especially where materials such as soils are
being brought in which may already be
contaminated with, for example, Japanese
knotweed. that said:

• as mineral sites are planned and closely
managed/monitored the likelihood of invasive
alien species getting a hold should be reduced –
however, of course, that is in turn dependent
upon specialist knowledge and expertise on the
part of those doing the management and
monitoring.

• there are opportunities to promote public
awareness and vigilance through signage which
are more realisable on restoration sites than in
other locations.

target 6
help avert global biodiversity loss.

in reality, we may conclude that under this
catch-all target we should really be thinking at
the level of public knowledge and awareness and
engendering respect for the environment on the
part of individuals and businesses. each mineral
site will have its own ‘story’ to tell – what was
there before, why and how it has been created
and particular aims of the restoration etc.
such sites provide an ideal focus to:

• promote specific lessons in habitat creation
and managing sites for multiple wins.

• use restoration sites as flagships which can
serve to inspire others and lead by example.

• the “others” above can go beyond the mineral
industry itself an for example see a
neighbouring housing development to mirror
the themes of a restoration.

• that in turn means there is great connectivity
and compatibility between otherwise distinct
an different pieces of land.

in short, there is ample scope for mineral site
restoration work to make a contribution in a
number of different ways and at a number of
different levels.
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target 3
increase the contribution of agriculture and
forestry to maintaining and enhancing biodiversity.

• agriculture and viable nature conservation can
co-exist. Mineral sites previously in use as high
quality and highly productive agricultural land
can be restored to agriculture and the way in
which that restoration is managed can be made
to improve biodiversity at one and the same
time. the assumption that any site which is being
restored to agriculture is not taking sufficient
account of biodiversity is a fallacy. a nature
reserve might be grazed because that in part goes
to preserving a habitat but that is of itself an
agricultural activity – farmland and nature
reserve need not be so mutually exclusive.

on land of marginal farming quality an
ecological benefit dimension can make a
restoration plan viable, or conversely highly
productive land in agricultural terms which
has fallen out of farming use might better be
linked into green infrastructure initiatives
such as a city farm or similar.

• restoring to forestry is often (rightly) regarded
as a long term investment with benefits being
many years down the line with intensive
upfront investment required long before any
return on investment can be achieved. But that
presupposes a commercial return perspective
as opposed to a starting point around the
biodiversity benefits of planting woodlands.
depending on one’s stance of course, the
woodlands themselves might look markedly
different – being of mixed types in the second
scenario whilst a more uniform planting is
more typical of commercial forestry.

• Mineral sites with woodland/forestry can help
to bring about a measurable improvement in
the conservation status of species and habitats
that depend on or are affected by forestry and
in the provision of related ecosystem services
as compared to the eu 2010 Baseline. this
applies both quantitatively in terms of creating
more woodland (and in part addresses fears
over woodland depletion and the negative
impact that will have on the potential for
biomass as well as soaking up co2 emissions),
and qualitatively, in terms of species mix as
opposed to single species plantation crops
which grow quickly and give a quick economic
return as above.

target 4
ensure the sustainable use of fisheries resources.

• the commercial fishing activity that we might
most frequently think of in this context are
much more typically marine as opposed to
freshwater. it is important too to remember
that the sort of water most commonly found
on site restoration sites is standing water as
opposed to the flowing water normally deemed
requisite in commercial fishing, in the case of a
typical fish farm, open standing water will be
stocked at a rate greater than normally occurs
naturally and that in turn mitigates against high
biodiversity. this means there is prima facie at
least a conflict between the two and fish
stocking tends to be avoided on sites where
biodiversity gain is the main target.

• recreational fishery is a different matter and
can be made to work in scenarios where the
design and stock levels can be got right – in
such cases the nature of the species will make a
difference but it can be made to be beneficial
as opposed to detrimental to biodiversity with
careful planning and thought.
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of urban land, issues of accessibility and the
disruptive impact on local residents in densely
populated areas and how this may be reacted to.
taking a large factory site in an urban location might
be a more realistic proposition – where a site may be
worked, backfilled and then built on top of, but even
under such a scenario this final restoration would be
on made ground as opposed to indigenous and the
costs of doing the work therefore increase markedly.
contamination issues may well also arise and if the
materials being removed prove so to be, any profit
will very quickly be swallowed up.

What happens in urban centres nevertheless
continues to have a direct effect and impact on
current sites and their restoration. For example,
major urban building projects entail the removal
of subterraneous and other materials and the
destination of extracted and other surplus materials
(“windfall materials”) is a real issue. there are severe
constraints as to what can be done with such
material but using (selling) it as fill for mineral sites in
peri-urban and rural locations is a common solution
– often in conjunction with screening operations
which enable more valuable material to be recycled.
that in turn directly impacts on the scope for land as
opposed to water fill restoration projects elsewhere
providing as it does a source of inert fill material.

the scope for restoration land use on any urban site
is going to be pretty much limited to building for
recreation or nature conservation – it is certainly not
going to go to intensive or large scale agriculture use.
that said, this recreational use may be well be
capable of being incorporated into broader green
infrastructure nevertheless and there may be limited
scope for biodiversity mitigation as well.

peri-urban locations
We take peri-urban to describe locations where
urban and rural come together and potentially clash,
and where the area has characteristics of both urban
and rural. the classification is worthy of special
attention given the increased emphasis being given
to rural-urban links in eu policy. it is also a very
useful way to conceptualise a lot of the areas where
mineral extraction work is actually carried out.

Mineral working sites often provide links between
urban and rural landscapes and go to make up
an integral part of that peri-urban landscape and
its embedded infrastructure thus providing
opportunities to address issues unique to the
peri-urban area. this in turn links to more

general land use pattern issues such as making best
use of green belt, etc.

Where restoration takes place in peri-urban
locations, such sites can serve as a key way to link
urban populations with the natural world, and with
resources that they can use in many ways (improving
knowledge, health, fitness, sporting prowess and
general well-being). this is genuine multi-functional
land use and the potential for that is probably
greater in the peri-urban than in either urban or
rural – in the same way that different types of
territory coalesce in the peri-urban so do the
opportunities they bring.

“green belt” designation is a common characteristic
of peri-urban areas – although its meaning and
implementation does differ markedly between eu
member states. Where green belt or similar regimes
do exist, they will place restrictions on building
development both for living and working. the
“classic” green belt legislation rules out built
restoration as an option and peri-urban sites will
normally find themselves restricted to four options:

• non-built (unless small scale and/or ancillary)
recreational use;

• nature conservation;
• agricultural; or
• Forestry.

this “limitation” should not be overplayed however.
the situation with green belt is both complex and
changing and not all peri-urban is under green belt
designation anyway – some is, some isn’t. pressure
around housing demand in particular is increasingly
leading people to revisit the approach to green belt
and to look at loosening restrictions. it should also
be clearly recognised that the restricted list of
options above is still very broad in reality and the
four categories that apply are each very substantial.

remote locations
Mineral extraction work will normally only take place
in remote areas in cases where the scarcity/value of
a particular mineral resource makes such an
intervention economically viable. Working in areas
that are difficult and costly to access in the first place
never mind transport to and from on a commercial
scale rarely make an attractive economic proposition.
exceptions will be where extraction can take place at
a scale that would not be possible elsewhere (e.g the
glensanda super quarry in north West scotland
where material can be transported by sea).
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the Contribution that site
restoration Can make to eu poliCy
goals around land use
land use and resource efficiency are very closely
linked – not least because land, and the materials it
contains are an obvious natural resource in their own
right. the two have been separated out in this sub-
section and the one that follows. in reality they
should be considered in tandem. in the eu
communication on the “resource-efficient europe”
flagship initiative, “agriculture and land use” is one
of a series of thirteen relevant factors – the eu’s
working assumption is that more land will be
cultivated/deforestated as energy/food demand
continues to grow.

there are a huge range of land use issues at play
here and in different ways site restoration work can
help address all of them. in some ways these are
best regarded as being inextricably linked, in others
they might be best looked at separately in ways that
reflect policy areas. topics of relevance cover
everything from:

• targeted delivery against green infrastructure goals
(properly contextualised as a part of a wider
consideration of land use);

• land use planning policy;
• recreational space use;
• the ways in which site restoration can be a critical

part of larger scale landscape planning, and,
ultimately; and

• We also need to think in terms of territorial
cohesion issues more broadly.

site location
land use is clearly linked to the location of that land –
the type of territory it inhabits – and there will be
important differences in the type and scope of
potential for site restoration depending on the type
of location in which a site is to be found. Before
moving on to a more detailed consideration of the
contributions that site restoration might make to land
use strategies in different types of location it may be
useful to consider those location types themselves.

rural locations
Most mineral sites of the last half-century or so were
historically/previously used for agriculture and many
sites revert to same. in part, this simply reflects the
fact that many sites are located in rural locations
where agriculture and forestry will dominate both as
general land use and restored after-use. typically,
flooding is less of an issue in terms of damage to the

built environment and only rarely will there be any
proposition to do large scale built development of
any kind – visitor attractions are few and far between
and are invariably worked up in considerable detail
as stand-alone exercises involving research work,
public consultations, stakeholder engagement
events, etc.

the typical rural restoration then is to agriculture,
forestry or perhaps to a nature conservation site.
Built development is less common on any scale
although there are examples of industrial estates
being built on former sites – which are of course very
often beyond the types of restrictions imposed by
green belt regimes. they may however be in
protected landscape areas of course in which case
similar restrictions as to building and infrastructure
development will almost certainly apply and the
excavation itself will typically only have been allowed
“by exception”. on occasion, the industrial sites
referred to above have been known to develop out
of site activity directly – for example in the case of
a builder’s store or depot.

opportunities with regard to restoration to
recreational use are limited – it is extremely rare to
see rural sites re-worked as playing fields or parks.
in any case, accessibility and landscape protection
regimes will often themselves be factors which
would militate against any such plans or proposals.

(More “remote areas which sit beyond the standard
understanding of “rural” in north West europe are
dealt with separately below).

urban locations
depending on the type of building material available
locally, many urban centres would historically have
been built from materials sourced and processed as
locally as possible. as this building has happened
and centres developed the material extraction has
inevitably taken place at a greater distance. an urban
mineral extraction site is nowadays very rare –
although major construction sites in cities and towns
will often process and recycle materials and there
will be supply and support bases within urban areas.
concrete for example can only be transported a
limited distance – it sets – concrete batching, making
one’s own concrete on site or alternatively using
batching plants is therefore common.

actual extraction of that which lies below cityscapes
is invariably deemed impractical on economic
grounds alone given the typically high price values
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the Contribution that site
restoration Can make to eu
poliCy goals around natural
resourCe eFFiCienCy
if we follow the european union’s own approach in
considering natural resources to include not only
“raw materials such as fuels, minerals and metals,
but also, food, soil, air, biomass and ecosystems”
(European Commission Communication “A resource-
efficient Europe – Flagship Initiative under the Europe
2020 strategy”), we can see immediately that we are
in an area of immediate and obvious relevance to
mineral site working and restoration. if we equally
accept the eu proposition that pressure on these
resources is increasing then we can sensibly argue
that recognition and understanding of the actual
and potential role of mineral site restoration in is
not only important but also urgent.

What the approach does not explicitly do is recognise
land beyond soil as a resource per se –
a key precondition for much food production and
within which (literally) fuel and energy sources reside.
this may be to become entangled in semantics
however and it is certainly the case that one of the
key determinants in deciding how land is used is to
make sure that decisions are made with due regard to
the husbanding of natural resources. this will – and
already does – extend to include considerations
around biodiversity, local food production and other
topics and one can also helpfully explore linkages
with current policy ideas on more environmentally
friendly farming, forestry and woodlands, flood
alleviation and water storage (drought issues apply
here in various parts of partner regions and to varying
extents). in short, a large number of policy areas
cannot sensibly be pulled apart from one another
but need to be considered in the round – mineral site
working and post-working restoration serve as a
very powerful reminder of that precept.

as finite mineral resource is worked out and
completed – where do people get building materials
from? security of supply is already under threat.
the circular economy model may give us at least a
partial answer to that question where already
extracted materials are re-used, recycled and treated
as a resource for ongoing future use once their
initial purpose has been fulfilled perhaps. recycling
building materials is the obvious example and we
can already see example of building materials being
reused as aggregate and indeed as “fill” on
restoration projects themselves as well as elsewhere.
similarly, concrete can be recycled (crushed) and

reused in different ways – however existing
technology allows us to go so far and no further and
concrete is often of a corrosive nature in terms of
chemical composition and this limits current options
within site restorations to purposes such as being
used as to build islands in restored water features
and similar. however, given the clear focus within
current work on developing a circular economy;
developing new knowledge and technology to
overcoming existing barriers; and opening up new
economic opportunity, even that needn’t prove a
permanent barrier.

if we persist in our line of argument of regarding land
as a resource in itself then we can say that restored
sites themselves constitute a new resource which
can then be used to make targeted contributions
such as:

• contributing to the ways in which energy sources
are secured (extracted) and that process managed
in a way that itself minimises biodiversity loss,
waste. environmental impacts and negative effects
on local communities and landscape. planned
restoration can help ensure that the overall
intervention on a particular site is a positive one
by off-setting and outweighing any negatives
within the broader process– in any or all the ways
described throughout the suite of restore
projects. the particular point to be made in terms
of restoration work is that a large scale through-
planned restoration project can be an invaluable
framework within which to design a medium to
long term scheme of work that sets out to extract
energy in a resource efficient way.

• contributing to water supply and water quality,
water storage and water habitats. restored mineral
sites have potential for water supply storage, an
issue that comes ever more to the fore in
consideration about climate change more broadly.
For example in an agricultural landscape, where
water supply is an issue, or where there are
concerns that the agriculture might itself be
depleting the available supply, local storage can be
used to offset the effect. Water features can be
introduced onto restored farmland by way of
irrigation and used as a way to introduce valuable
wetlands at the same time – (there is scope to
design in such a way that they appear natural as
opposed to being blunted intruded upon the
landscape). the value of this approach when set
against longer-term projections as to the level of
water demand in the future is self-evident. such
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Where work is done in such areas, the land worked
will typically be restored to the same sort of natural
use in which it was originally found. in a less
regulated age such sites were in reality often simply
abandoned and left in their immediate post-
extraction state.

the contributions
restored mineral sites can add real value to wider
landscapes enhancing the natural capital and
improving land use efficiency. this point extends to
the aesthetic and should include a consideration of
what people will regard as “attractive” as opposed to
an “eye-sore”. site restoration can:

• contribute to short, medium and long term
sustainability – restoring and managing landscapes
so that they have a viable future by providing
multiple services (to the natural world and to local
and visitor populations which can make use of and
benefit from them). an important point here is that
we don’t have to wait long for some of the returns
on investment! What we have come to term
“enhancements” for example can have immediate
beneficial effects. an open sand face in a non-
operational area can be cut so that it can be used
for sand martin nesting with immediate effect; a
corridor can be created at a stage before working
actually begins, then temporarily closed and
subsequently reopened. this is intelligent land use,
planned for and managed with clear aims in sight.

• promote and be an exemplar of multiple (multi-
functional) land use. For example, it is common to
see a restored site zoned so that it can provide
services for both nature and for human use for
sport, recreation and education. We might also
highlight the contribution of new water resources
(new man-made lakes for birds, fish and recreational
uses etc) e.g. dorney in the uK as an olympic
standard rowing lake which has obvious economic
potential as well as social and environmental
benefits directly brought about by using “land” in a
particular set of ways. a site in multi-use does not
need to be zoned, it may have multiple usages which
can co-exist at the same time in the same space or it
may be that the same space is used for different
things at different times of year.

• Where sites are located in less rural areas there are
different sorts of opportunities to contribute to
green infrastructure initiatives. indeed restored,
(or to be restored), sites can often play a key role in
broader joined-up site development of the type

used to develop green infrastructure in peri-urban
settings in particular. in many cases the restored
sites can be used in a way that balances off what
is already happening in a broader green
infrastructure plan as well as serving as physical
linkage or corridor. looked at in this way, sites offer
a rare chance to “start from scratch” and to design
and manage something that serves as a hitherto
missing part of a jigsaw.

• contribute to flood control and by extrapolation,
climate change, policies and targets. Many sand
and gravel sites will tend to be located in flood
plains anyway and as such are ideally located to
contribute to flood alleviation measures. they
might work using natural processes as opposed to
hard engineering interventions such as barrier
building. this particular land use approach is itself
recognised as a cost efficient approach, with
biodiversity benefits and is very often judged
aesthetically more pleasing than more physical
structures. examples might include permanent
wetlands’ which flood – with habitat all year
around, or as a space used as a park in the
summertime and as flooding capacity in winter.
in other words, these are examples of planned
for multi-use nature conservation plus flood
alleviation in the first example, or recreation
plus flood alleviation in the second.

• woodland restoration and its contribution
towards carbon capture has been looked at in the
preceding section but turning a site (or restoring
it to) woodland is a land use choice and one
that can – and sometimes is – made in the
context of a particular place and a particular
set of local conditions.

• there isn’t, or shouldn’t be, anything in the above
paragraphs which rules out building on restoration
sites (not all sit on green belt or otherwise
protected ,and after all) and the recognition that
this can be a perfectly valid land use contribution in
particular sets of circumstances and in appropriate
locations. a degree of building may well be an
inherent or necessary part of a restoration to
recreational use anyway of course, and in instances
where a site is brownfield and perhaps viewed as
despoiled, it may well be an acceptable as well as
a practical option. Balanced spatial development
has already been referred to in this report and a
building with economic potential can be used
as off-set for any function elsewhere on the same
site or elsewhere.
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Mineral site operations (and here we are thinking
from the pre-excavation stage right through to
restoration completion) themselves provide
employment (obviously) – and as such are part of
the local labour market offering roles at various
skills levels – from general labour through to highly
technical engineering roles. employment
arrangements are often framed in quite complex
sub-contracting ways with equipment leased and
labour contracted-in as opposed to using a direct
workforce model. Much of the work is therefore
done by contractors brought in from outside the
area as opposed to using existing local labour pool,
but secondary economy benefits still apply of
course in terms of generating demand for local
accommodation, services and goods for sale.

other employment opportunities exist in the supply
chain as might be expected and this helps both
create and maintain jobs in sectors such as
transportation, tree growing, plant and seed
merchants, technical consultants, equipment
production and maintenance, back office services,
etc. here and above, all that is said applies as much
at the restoration stage as at any other.

Mineral site working is of course transient by nature
as has been pointed out already – and in that sense
the employment opportunities are of a fixed term
nature. Which said, some workings might last for
periods of fifty years which in practice might well
equate to a “job for life”!

it is also true that in many cases the same member of
the workforce might remain in jobs of varying natures
on the same site. in rural areas in particular it is not
uncommon that earthworks contractors involved in
extraction work started life as agricultural contractors
– and then go on to work on the restoration phase/s
as well. there are even examples where individuals
go full circle may go back to jobs that were previously
done – e.g. in the case of agricultural restorations
where land goes back to original use they may have
worked that land pre-excavation and return to do the
same thing there in its post-restored state.

in this way restoration phase work can be viewed as
an extension of the number or duration of individual
job opportunities within the industry. the restoration
phase brings additional employment opportunities
as well, sometimes of a markedly different type to
those which exist at the extraction stage – we might
think here of more specialised habitat design and
planting roles alongside general labouring roles.

labour market: dimensions that
apply post-restoration
sites once restored have clear potential to have
beneficial impact on the local economy (tourism,
sport and recreation) and therefore on the local
employment market as well. We could envisage –
and point to numerous examples of – new jobs
of various types being created and sustained
post-restoration:

• new enterprises and entrepreneurship, e.g. around
locally produced food and drink, services to visitors
and services for the landscape and its maintenance.

• Jobs directly relating to reviving or creating local
crafts and manufactured items (wood, reeds, stone
etc.), in some cases it may be that a number of
local restorations provide the necessary critical
mass for such an employment option to be viable
and in such cases the linkage is all the more direct
as the site is not only the source of requisite
materials but itself serves as a shop window.

• roles relating to managing tours and visitors e.g.
bird watchers, school children and educational
services to interpret the new landscape are an
essential component part of any structured piece
of work.

• Jobs in ongoing landscape maintenance and
improvements, where people might be employed
as warders or rangers or similar.

• reference has already been made to relatively rare
instances where a site could be developed as a
business park or similar. in such cases it will
obviously act as a source of new jobs to replace
those lost now that the site is closed and the
restoration work complete. Just how similar those
jobs are to those that previously existed and
whether they are done by the same people will of
course to a degree depend on the nature of the
“business park”.

• there will also be the usual range of ancillary roles
in any of the types of operations described above –
typically offering a range if different jobs at
different levels within areas such as catering and
hospitality, cleaning and general maintenance,
retail, and customer service.

More broadly, it is perfectly possible to think upon
a restoration project as a catalyst for all sorts of
innovative approaches using new technology and
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storage can even be (and already on occasion is)
designed in such a way that it itself brings
biodiversity benefits.

Water quality in terms of pollutants coming off of
mineral sites is rarely an issue although it may
apply in cases of brown coal; extraction. this risk is
anyway normally managed and materials coming
off sites will often be washed in silt beds or similar
– these have potential to be converted to reed
beds turning a potential negative into a positive.

• contributing to increasing resource productivity in
the ways that are described in the previous section
with regard to windfall materials in particular. post-
extraction sites are capable in many instances of
processing and making direct use of such materials
as part of restorations. Windfall materials will
usually emanate from built development but it is
useful to remember that even if someone elsewhere
is creating a large landscape lake there is a huge
amount of material (unwanted product) coming
off that site. this material not only needs to be
“disposed of” in some way but can be harnessed for
future reuse. in particular it can be sold (depending
on market conditions) and processed. in some cases
it will become debatable whether we are really
looking here at by-product or mineral extraction
per se. Whatever the answer, needn’t make any
difference to our consideration of resource
efficiency – it can be made to serve a useful
economic function as opposed to being “wasted “ –
perhaps as aggregate as already mentioned.

• of course “good housekeeping” always has a role
to play and restoration work can itself make a
positive impact by ensuring that the work done is
carried out in such a way as to respect resource
efficient principles and practices. these might
include the use of recycled materials in site
development work, the minimisation of waste
creation on and off site and making multi-purpose
use of on-site resources such as water and soil.

the Contribution that site
restoration Can make to eu level
eConomiC reCovery goals
Mineral extraction and its allied services are
regarded as an industry in its own right and as such
its contribution as an economic sector is a valid
subject for study. however, it also needs to be
recognised from the outset that, as a provider of raw
materials for the construction and manufacture
sectors in particular there is a correlation between

the mineral; extraction industry and the broader
economic. there will invariably be a reduction in the
demand levels for extracted materials going to
building works in line with general economic
downturns. a similar correlation will apply in terms
of recovery and increasing demand levels post
slump. the causal link is not always immediately
apparent however and a time-lag between more
general economic up and down turn and their taking
an effect on the mineral industry. this in turn makes
the industry in part reactive both to recovery and to
recession. typically it will go into recession a little
after the trend manifests and will also start to
recover a little later.

Mineral site extraction is essentially an economic
activity as has already been stated and it is undertaken
on a commercial basis with the pursuit of financial
profit as the ultimate goal in ensuring adequate energy
and mineral material supply. it is a major source of
wealth and jobs and a significant contributor to general
economic growth and wellbeing. this day to day focus
on extraction activities should not however be allowed
to distract from the potential that the site restoration
element of the process is also capable of making a
contribution to economic stability, recovery and
growth targets. indeed site restoration should anyway
be regarded as part of a broader intervention made by
mineral site operators in partnership with others and
where positive economic impact can be made at all
stages in different ways. indeed the restoration work
that is planned to be done on a given site is nowadays
almost always included in cost projections and benefits
analysis from the outset – a reflection of a more
general acceptance of the principle that restoration is
an inherent part of a larger process as opposed to an
add-on this section of the report attempts to draw out
a number of those impacts particular to the
restoration phase/s (and the work done within Work
package 4 of restore on putting a financial value on
the additional benefits brought by site restoration to
eco-system services might also be read in parallel at
this point).

labour market: dimensions that
apply during restoration
prior to extraction, the land used as extraction sites
will often have had an economic function of some
description so a starting point here should be a
recognition that activity of some sort will almost
always cease at the point when extraction begins.
this shift won’t necessarily have a direct impact in
terms of job loss but it will do so in terms of general
economic activity.
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which off-setting might take place – s/he has a clear
role of play and its plans for restoration may change
to reflect these new circumstances. an example may
be the potential to use non-operational land on a
mineral site in this way with the additional benefit
that it goes some way towards creating a landscape
scale restoration. in this scenario, there is scope for
mineral site owners to bank land for possible future
use as biodiversity offset.

how eu legislation and poliCy on
biodiversity impaCts upon site
restoration work – does it help,
hinder or have a neutral impaCt?
the legislative and policy frameworks here are
complex and appear in different forms at different
levels. the net effect seems to be a positive one.
the frameworks ought to help by raising the bar in
terms of aspirations and expectations and the
feedback received suggests that this is indeed the
case. the eu level policy sets context and provides
targets. the first helps in terms of understanding and
conceptualisation and is borrowed at sub-national
policy making level and operator level. targets are
easily disaggregated and again transferred directly
into the planning system planning systems are at
the same time capable of going beyond policy
guidance and in the united Kingdom for example,
developments are required to make a positive
contribution to biodiversity targets as opposed to
simply mitigating the negative – and this is explicitly
set out in the uK national planning policy Framework
(nppF) for instance.

in the last decade or so, this potential to harness the
principles and targets set out within the policy and
legal frameworks and then to push beyond them, has
come to be widely recognised and acted upon, What
this means in practice is that restoration plans will
often be shaped around known biodiversity target
areas and their levels and take account of what is
being asked for/sought from the earliest stage. For
example a developer will target a particular set of
species (and resulting habitats as appropriate) from a
very early stage of the planning process hoping to
ensure a broad acceptance of biodiversity objectives
and accordingly approval for site plans including
their final restoration. indeed some operators will
go as far as to “adopt” a particular species and
become its champion and ambassador!

in this way, and by close working between site
operators and regulatory bodies, the policy
framework is ‘designed in’ from the outset and

should drive the development of the project and
engagement with partner organisations and
potential supporters/sponsors. this approach in turn
chimes with the “restoration-led approach”
highlighted elsewhere in the restore reports as a
key good practice area. this also relates to best
practice as regards partnership working which in
turn, if done well, also solves issues about long
term management of the site and the direct
contribution that will make towards the attainment
of biodiversity goals.

at the next level of detail, biodiversity targets
provide a framework which can inform all aspects
of local implementation – species, habitats,
constraints, connectivity – and also drive a vision for
the timeframe and goals of any given restoration
project. details of the species and habitats to be
focused upon are set out in local biodiversity action
plans or similar, and hence an operator can refer
and use these to focus the details of the restoration
plans. at an even more detailed level, the content of
local action plans for particular species or habitats –
can serve the same purpose and in this was a very
close connection between policy and practice is
maintained. local green infrastructure plans or
other local plans provide the same context in terms
of considerations about habitat connectivity or
usage levels, etc. – see following section for
more detail.

in many instances, these site restoration goals, set
out and managed within the formal planning
process, will not only include the newly restored
landscape itself but the services it provides. these
services may relate to climate change mitigation and
flooding resilience, and also green infrastructure –
how it is to be used, maintained, serve local
communities and how it fits into the wider spatial
context. in this sense there is a connection with
eco-system services and the work carried out and
reported elsewhere in restore in the framework
of Work package 4.

in practice, there appear to be limitations to how far
the potential to make a contribution to biodiversity
aims and targets set out in legal and policy
frameworks is capitalised upon. these seem
attributable to three factors:

• lack of understanding
• resulting lack of ambition
• professional practice
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initiating pilot actions which could aid the
development of new techniques and resulting job
opportunities e.g.:

• adding resilience through flood mitigation
• helping to meet climate change targets and test

mitigation and adaptation strategies
• new uses for forest/woodland products

and more broadly still, and especially in a peri-urban
context, a restored site enhances quality of place and
helps stimulate the local economy by attracting
incomers – new residents and new businesses –
simply because this is now seen as a more attractive
place to live and work. that in turn generates
markets and markets will generate employment.

there is one particular atypical point of note with
regard to post-restoration employment in particular.
that is the extent to which the potential for paid job
opportunities directly created in whole or in part
within the sector are mitigated against by the fact
that a significant proportion of the sorts of role
detailed in the list above are currently fulfilled in a
voluntary capacity. that has to be recognised as
part of any realistic appraisal of the extent of the
contribution that can be made but at the same time
should be tempered by the realisation that even in
such instances, this volunteering work is often
undertaken as part of a route back into work for the
individuals concerned who might for example be
looking to develop up to date skills, update cVs
and enhance their employability.

non-labour market dimensions
although eu economic goals and priorities are very
much focused about numbers of jobs and growing the
labour market, there is also recognition of the role of
upskilling the workforce and generally increasing
productivity rates, knowledge and innovation take-up
levels, technological development, investment levels
and global competitiveness.

the transnational nature of many site operators has
been referred to already, and many are major
economic players in their own rights at a european
if not indeed a global level. digital technology in
particular is now an inherent part of the mineral
extraction industry armoury and that usage has been
extended to include restoration works. the nature of
the industry in a completive marketplace means that
it is always looking at efficiencies to be gained
through technological innovation or sound business
practice and with restoration increasingly being seen

as part of an overall process, that approach does not
stop when extraction does.

site restoration work has already demonstrated its
potential in terms of harnessing and testing new
ways of working, new partnership arrangements,
new technologies and innovative practices designed
to bring about multiple benefits. there has been a
lot of work done in recent times looking to use sites
post-extraction in similar ways to what occurred
during extraction itself. this has in the past been
controversial, where for example a site might have
taken mineral waste from another site, process it and
use it to refill the excavated area. this aggregate
recycling (arguably as opposed to restoration but
equally the filling is an intrinsic part of a restoration
to land scheme and it is making ongoing use of a
material resource by recycling it) is now an
increasingly common occurrence on many sites and
represents an example of economic diversification.

Biodiversity off-setting is a relevant recent
development which can usefully be looked at as part
of a consideration of broader economic recovery and
growth. it’s controversial to some and has its critics.
Fundamental concerns have been raised – including
with the european commission – as to whether in
fact it serves as licence to develop (or destroy)
regardless of consequence or the value of what is
removed, and that ultimately it will damage
biodiversity. nevertheless, it is currently seen by the
uK government for example as a possible means to
remove environmental barriers to development and
therefore aid economic recovery more generally. the
concept takes the idea of mitigation to another level
by putting in place a scheme whereby appropriate
habitat is provided in one location which can be used
to compensate for the loss of features the presence
of which may otherwise impede an economic
development in a second given location.

this “offsetting” is judged to provide adequate
compensation for an intervention which would
otherwise be unacceptable. under the model, party
a does something that offsets the effect of something
done by party B. in other words parties a and B may
not be the same entity or indeed be within the same
sector – for example those establishing a new car
plant may pay a mineral site operator to restore a
piece of land in a particular way – where that piece
of land is non-operational and/or not under an
existing requirement to be restored in a particular
way. in this kind of scenario, the mineral site
landowner is well placed as a holder of land upon
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there are close connections and similarities with what
this report says about the effectiveness of both
biodiversity and land use policy/law and that which
applies to biodiversity. the protectionist starting point
of biodiversity policy also applies to green infrastructure
policy be this what is set out in green belt policy or
development plans more broadly, with its focus on
safeguarding areas that may not be developed – the
“no net loss” strapline exemplifies this most clearly and
is returned to below. in many cases this manifests itself
in a “thou shat not build” mantra being adopted and
this is arguably unhelpful and certainly worthy of
further debate. in fairness, it should be said that there
is a disconnection between this element of the policy
and the other aspect of the policy context which
emphasises getting the best out of available land.

the contributory role of green infrastructure (as
opposed to being given full stand-alone status) is
made very clear in the eu strategy set out in the
2013 communication: “Green Infrastructure (GI)
is contributing to all other targets of the EU
Biodiversity strategy – in particular the full
implementation of the Birds and Habitats Directive
(target 1) – and to maintain and enhance
biodiversity in the wider countryside and the
marine environment (targets 3 and 4”).

here the role of the strategy seems to be to direct and
harness valuable work that is being done in terms of
green infrastructure and highlight the specific
contributions it can make to targets set in other
policy/law areas. so far, so good but it does allow for
fluidity to creep in the ways described above when
it comes to understanding of terminology and
interpretation of meaning – exactly the sorts of
clarifications and detail that one would hope and
expect to see added if a policy strategy was being
taken through a full legal implementation process.

the strategy document goes on:

“The Green Infrastructure Strategy responds to
action 6b of the Biodiversity Strategy and to the
Roadmap on a Resource Efficient Europe which
foresees that the Commission will put forward a
communication on Green Infrastructure. It is
supported by the different actions under target 2:

• Action 5, Mapping and Assessment of
Ecosystems and their Services (MAES), shall help
to reinforce the baseline against which the
value of the benefits that nature provides to
human society can be valued, and investments
in GI can be measured;

• Action 6a, the establishment of a Restoration
Prioritization Framework (RPF), shall support the
prioritization of restoration in the context of GI;

• Action 7a, Biodiversity Proofing, seeks to
mainstream consideration for biodiversity in key
EU funds and promote the funding of projects
with a positive impact on biodiversity, which
includes GI projects; and

• Action 7b on No-Net-Loss (NNL) will support the
implementation of GI through developing an
initiative that ensures there is no net loss of
ecosystems and their services e.g. through
compensation or offsetting schemes.

so, here it is not only contributory but responsive –
an explicit means to an ends. the ends here being
delivery against Biodiversity 2020 targets and
intended to fulfil a condition which the european
commission set itself when producing what became
the “a resource-efficient europe” flagship initiative.
in these ways it could be said that green
infrastructure policy is very “well-connected”
without itself having quite made it to the “top table”.

the extracts above are not selective and accurately
reflect a particular focus on the biodiversity dimension
as opposed to the “human” ones, a factor that is
relevant given the different emphases applied by
others as outlined above. this lack of “roundedness” –
if that us what it is – feeds the argument of those who
suggest that greater prioritisation, resource and
understanding levels are needed if the full potential of
green infrastructure is to be realised here. that point
is of immediate relevance to site restoration work and
it appears that the policy framework could indeed do
more to enable the potential contribution to be made
clearer and better understood. arguably too, many
policy makers at different levels are not being
imaginative enough in terms of how green
infrastructure work on restored sites is done and
many would see a need for more integration of issues
land-use, people and environment wise.

the overall effect of the green infrastructure policy
framework should be to help by providing a high
level vision and set of aspirations. Because it is linked
so clearly to the europe 2020 biodiversity regulation
there is a consistency in the messages and this
should be percolating down into the policies applied
by Member states – though with much variation in
terms of prioritisation and local impacts.
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if the considerable potential of site restorations to
make a contribution to biodiversity policy aims and
targets is accepted (see earlier section), then a
question which arises is why even more is not being
achieved – the potential appears to outstrip the
reality, why?

the first factor that seems to come into play is a
general lack of awareness and understanding of
the potential itself. this is persistently under-
recognised at various levels including the political
and regulatory (see below). one of the key
challenges the restore project set itself was to act
to heighten and improve these awareness levels
and there are professional bodies who attempt the
exact same thing on an ongoing basis. this is a key
challenge and it is telling that it is difficult to see
information from different sources drawn together
into a single place in a way that might readily serve
as a route-map for operators, regulators and
interested public alike.

the focus of eu level policy and legislation is
invariably on protection and on bringing into good
condition existing protected sites. Both these
elements are vital and therefore perfectly valid, but
they can serve to limit ambition and overlook, for
example, the potential to bring other new sites up
to at least the same standards. the eu standards
can be benchmarks and harnessed for use in just
that way. new restoration work isn’t going to
happen on sites of special scientific interest – or
similar protection designations in different member
states – anyway so the potential to bring huge
additional habitat benefit is all the greater, but is
only rarely recognised and written into local policy
and action. of course, there is an added benefit for
all concerned here – if what is being described is
undertaken there is then the scope to increase
the size of a designation – registration systems
allowing, and they should allow.

thirdly, and finally, the work, and processes we are
describing are primarily delivered through land-use
planning systems. however, planning professionals
all too often under-estimate the level of potential or
fail to realise that the tools to make this happen are
already there and need only to be utilised. this may
be related to ways in which planning regimes have
become increasingly fractured and divided into
specialisms and detail will vary from place to place
but whatever the detailed cause/s, it means that
policy implementation is not always followed
through to completion by regulators.

how eu legislation and poliCy on
green inFrastruCture impaCts
upon site restoration work –
does it help, hinder or have a
neutral impaCt?
the short answer here would seem to be that the
policy framework helps overall but there are
questions that arise and clarifications are needed.
there are also specific elements which arguably do
hinder site restoration work. in very similar vein to
the consideration about biodiversity regulation,
there is also under-exploited potential here and clear
scope for doing better and doing more. it is also
important to be clear from the outset that there is
less of a clear policy line on green infrastructure –
and no specific legislation. We rely instead on a
european commission communication and a
european parliament resolution – than there is on
other subject areas and this allows for ambiguity in
interpretation and implementation (or of meaning
as immediately below).

the first things that it would be useful to improve
understanding about are a) different eu, national and
organisational level definitions and b) how green
infrastructure is perceived and understood by different
actors. it is an unfortunate fact that green
infrastructure is defined in different ways by different
bodies. if one follows a trail as to how top level eu
green infrastructure policy is “translated” and applied
at various levels moving downwards towards the micro
(and green infrastructure is a micro-level manifestation
as outlined below), then it is not difficult to see
definitions slipping and sliding. this is very unhelpful
and makes answering the question asked in this
section of the document more difficult than it would
otherwise be. if we were to take all the definitions as
amounting to the same thing (which would be
impossible to do in reality) then we could say with
certainly that the policy framework helped in making a
real difference in socio-economic and environmental
terms. in reality that is not possible, all references need
to be caveated or footnoted in a tedious way in the
current situation. different organisations, sectors and
interest areas will emphasise different aspects of green
infrastructure in ways that make a meaningful
assessment of the subject difficult. For example, for
some green infrastructure is very much about human
activity and how people can use space end what they
consider relevant and “within scope” is shaped
accordingly. similar disagreements exist as to what a
piece of green infrastructure looks like on a map.
there is no simple, workable solution to these issues
it seems but it does make analysis very challenging.
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• smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (as set
out in Europe 2020);

• territorial cohesion (see the Territorial Agenda
2020 and sequential editions of the Territorial
Cohesion Report);

• recognising and using Land as a Resource;
• the need for integrated policy approaches e.g.

environment, transport, water, waste, is
highlighted or inferred in all of the above and in
a myriad of other eu policy and legislative
instruments as well.

Maybe therefore the single key lesson for restoration
practitioners here is to be aware of the eu- level
policy framework more generally and how it is being
shaped and reshaped. there is a common logic
driving the big ideas – europe 2020 – and consistent
messages are now being delivered across wide policy
areas because on the whole there is a political
consensus which enables this to happen. of course
not all member states are moving at the same speed
in terms of how these ideas and goals are being
prioritised nationally and then locally. this impacts
upon what we can actually see happening in
different places but does not invalidate the key point.
nor is the “cause and effect” always simple to see or
disentangle from other factors since policy is
developed and refined and legislation is enacted in
different ways. nevertheless there are principles
here which the member states are expected to take
up and develop and it is usually possible to uncover
the roots and connections.

so again, the answer to the question we have posed
ourselves in terms of whether the policy and law
helps or hinders (or does neither) is that this whole
body of measures provides a set of guiding principles
that should have a beneficial impact and help shape
good practice in restoration. the problem, to the
extent that there is one, lies in how these are taken
into account, (if at all) within local planning systems.

there is also a point, similar to that made with
regard to biodiversity policy and legislation, that we
are arguably not being imaginative enough. this
assertion in part shapes the calls from within the
restore project for “restoration-led planning” and
for a more integrated and joined-up role for mineral
planning within the planning process more generally
etc. land-use planning has always in many ways
been about balancing growth and environmental
protection. in times of economic crisis the first
dominates and that can very clearly be seen in
events at the eu policy level over the years since

about 2008 as well. any shift in that balance has an
obvious and pretty much immediate trickle-down
impact on site restoration work and those involved in
its planning, implementation and monitoring. there
is a discernible separation between mineral planning
and planning more generally which manifests itself
most strongly in the united Kingdom which is
seemingly out of step with other member states in
this regard. there appears a difference too in the
levels of influence that local/regional public and/or
political bodies are able to bring to the planning
process in different places.

We might typically expect to find, for example, that
municipalities or similar lower-tier authorities
warmly welcome law or policy which appears to give
heft to their doing what they see as important
locally. however it is tempting to conclude that on
occasion this may be too closely linked to a very local
set of circumstances which can change quickly.

nevertheless, if there is a clear link from eu and
national policy and law down through more local
spatial planning documents and similar, this can be
shown relatively straightforwardly and does
demonstrate a degree of coherence of joined-up
thinking as well as technical compliance. the ways in
which the planning profession tends to operate at
present has already been touched upon within our
consideration of the impact of green infrastructure.
here it stands more centre-stage to our subject
matter and the fact that the profession is now highly
fragmented and made up of specialisms is especially
relevant. it introduces the danger that land use
planning becomes fractured from other elements of
practice. in order to function to maximum
effectiveness as a mineral planner one needs good
understanding of ecological, landscape and
hydrological planning issues amongst other things.
a fragmented structure made up of specialists
operating in narrow areas, militates against that
kind of role being used. professional development
programmes and similar reflect the same
fragmentation meaning that even if deemed
desirable there may be a dwindling number of
professionals coming forward to fulfil such functions
even were they to be reintroduced. a paradox in a
way as the increased specialisation in large part
reflects the development of large and complex
policy and legal frameworks in different subject
areas all of which will at the same time emphasise
the need to work across policy areas!
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at the implementation level a further set of issues
arise in addition to the differences in terminology
and understanding of exactly what constitutes green
infrastructure. For example there is inconsistency
about scale of operation. there are large scale,
transnational examples e.g. river basin management
which can inspire. however, much of what green
infrastructure is about is surely achieved at a more
local level and in small ways. a focus on river basin
management or catchment level management is a
developing trend in a number of places and indeed
funding programmes (and reflects the approach of
the Water Framework directive and so does not lack
basis), but such an approach/stipulation can be
challenging where operational systems at the
regional, national or local levels do not reflect this.
similarly the situation with regard to rights to
acquire land to form part of large green
infrastructure initiatives again varies from one place
to another, none of this stems from specific green
infrastructure legislation of course but where, in
germany and Flanders for example, authorities are
empowered to buy land and integrate this into
restoration schemes, they have a clear advantage.

in other ways, more local policy and law may have a
less positive effect and for example within planning
regimes which insist upon, for example, so many
allotments per ‘000 population, or imposes open
space thresholds perhaps expressed as so many
hectares per ‘000 population, this can pre-determine
scheme designs in ways that are not necessarily
helpful.

again, there are differences and potential problems
where green infrastructure is “managed” at different
levels – a centralist approach such as that
implemented ion the netherlands can run counter to
the desirability to design and develop green
infrastructure schemes at the local level. in the uK,
conversely the removal of the regional
administration level meant the disappearance of
regional green infrastructure plans which were
helpful in taking a larger scale viewpoint. Without
express policy and legislation packages in places
these, sometimes unhelpful developments are
difficult to counteract.

notwithstanding the sorts of operational level issues
highlighted here, the congruence between green
infrastructure and mineral site restoration remains
high. green infrastructure is about multi-functionality
and that can be key to the value of mineral site
restoration. For example, how many biodiversity

targets can be hit? how many improvements or
benefits can be claimed (e.g. better air, water and
soil quality, increase in numbers of species and their
viability). how many will benefit?

it is also about integrated actions – getting bodies
and organisations to work together. it is about public
access as well as involvement – an area of existing
strength and expertise for many involved in site
restoration work. solutions and strategies will vary
from one country and system to another but green
infrastructure is a strong starting point for many site
restoration schemes which will depend for their
success on genuine partnership working. if successful
– and there is no reason why they shouldn’t be –
they can serve as good practice models for all sorts
of other restoration schemes. actions around green
infrastructure go down to the very local level –
involvement and engagement of community groups
and volunteers in small ways can often be what
makes a visible difference.

if we are to be ambitious in our outlook we might
even argue that green infrastructure schemes lend
themselves well to some sort of restoration
‘benchmarking’. this might set out how and why
restoration works better if key principles are
followed. if fully developed the success of different
schemes could be measured against a set of
indicators which themselves reflect those set out in
the green infrastructure communication plus others.
this in turn would enable comparison across national
boundaries and as a result even help develop a
shared understanding of the definition of green
infrastructure (perhaps with an initial focus on north
West europe) and hence directly address our initial
dilemma about terminology!

how eu legislation and poliCy
on land-use planning impaCts
upon site restoration work –
does it help, hinder or have a
neutral impaCt?
land-use planning – with the usual caveat that it is
not itself per se an eu legal competence – is critical in
the site restoration process. despite the lack of direct
remit, there is plenty of eu policy dealing with
‘territorial’ issues as this report and other work done
within the restore project has already made
abundantly clear. the sorts of principles that lie at the
core of land use planning in different ways include:

• Balanced and sustainable spatial development (as
set out in the European Spatial Development Plan);
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this section returns to the set of key principles that
underpin good quality restoration work. these were
developed as part of the earlier stage of the
restore project and first addressed in the 1a
report. it explores how best practice manifests in
reality and what good looks like. the nature of each
principle is explored and is scoped against relevant
policy and legislation, at the same time starting to
draw out national characteristics. it also draws upon
specific examples of best practice either directly
delivered within Work package 2 of restore or
external pieces of work which we have looked at
as part of Work package 1.

1. restoration is given
early Consideration in the
planning proCess
this is the principle of what has come to be termed
‘restoration-led mineral planning’. restoration is
identified/targeted right from the start to guide the
process as opposed to serving as some sort of after-
thought as was often the case historically.

this approach brings considerable benefits; it brings
certainty, accountability, understanding of future
trends and assists in target setting. it helps with
detailed operational planning in four key ways:

• internal efficiencies
• clarity
• Focus
• linkages

such an approach brings clarity in particular – pushing
those involved in the direction of being clear about
where they are trying to get to. this applies equally for
regulators, operators (applicants in the planning
process) and the general public. at the same time it
gives clarity and understanding to others on adjoining
sites thus enabling a more strategic landscape scale
approach. it has particular value for medium term
infrastructure planning where, for instance, sites are
being restored as stepping stones and corridors.

Knowing exactly what you are working towards from
the very outset will have implications for all phases
of the work – what is done, and how. it brings
efficiencies into play, for example by ensuring a more
consistent approach to the restoration over time and
thus avoiding the need to subsequently redo aspects
of the restoration scheme in a different way as later
decisions are made.. time and cost efficiencies
follow. it also means that it is usually possible to
make more realistic assessments of what the work

will achieve in terms of meeting policy targets and
ensuring legal compliance. cause and effect can be
taken into account more easily using this approach –
sequencing short medium and long term risks,
impacts, contingencies, etc.

2. restoration is written
into mineral and wider
development plans
the united Kingdom appears unique in north West
europe in producing stand-alone mineral plans as
opposed to the sort of more integrated plans typical
of other member states. it follows that uK plans
have a specific focus on restoration whereas non-uK
restoration designs will be included as part of a
broader plan.

this non-uK approach in many ways goes hand in
hand with the item above and ideally a “restoration
led” piece of mineral planning will be set out
explicitly within a more comprehensive development
plan of some sort, arguably, whichever of the two
approaches above is used, restoration is often not
given the degree of priority or detail that it might
require. under the non-uK models there is much
more of a joined-up approach but at the same time
that this introduces a risk of losing input from
specialist experts in such a scenario – so this
recommendation comes with health warnings.

typically, and in whatever exact form they take,
there are longer term plans showing where mineral
extraction sites will be alongside a whole plethora
of other intended physical interventions. given that
it is therefore known what will happen in a particular
geographic area it should be possible for the
planning system to adjust restoration plans
accordingly. in this way a full site plan, including
plans for the restoration phase and beyond, will
be of greater value than a more specific one that
deals only with partial site restoration.

it should then prove possible for the broader level
policy plan to use the work done in producing site
restoration plans to identify what should be happening
in the future and how this fits comprehensively into
the bigger picture. Future development plans will
incorporate what is established in mineral site plans in
detail, but, at the same time, the work emerging from
developing a restoration-led site plan will need to
complement the broader plan. For example, in terms
of restrictions on building in the green belt, or ensuring
restoration plans complement other planned growth
and thus helping the delivery of 3 below.
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a good example of this might be ecosystem systems
and the national planning policy Framework (nppF)
in england serves to illustrate some of what is being
said here. the english planning system is now
required to recognise the wider benefits of
ecosystem services, and there is a core planning
principle in the nppF to ‘encourage multiple benefits
from the use of land in urban and rural areas,
recognising that some open land can perform many
functions (such as for wildlife, recreation, flood risk
mitigation, carbon storage, or food production)’.
Within the accompanying guidance there is more
emphasis on the importance of coherent ecological
networks, including not only designated sites but
wildlife corridors, stepping stones that connect them
and areas identified by local partnerships for habitat
restoration or creation. that all appears to be
perfectly laudable and sensible but it implies a
significant amount of working across specialisms, in a
joined up way and the evidence that is what occurs
in reality can sometimes be very difficult to find.

green belt policy and legislation merits a brief
mention in its own right when thinking about how
the planning process is applied to mineral site
restoration work. it is important to realise from the
outset that mineral extraction is exempt from green
belt restrictions in at least some member states as it
is deemed a temporary use and one in connection
with which there will be a restoration afterwards.
it is almost always the case that this restoration is
presumed within local planning frameworks to be to
a reversion to a predominantly open state. as has
been mentioned already, much post-extraction work
will occur in peri-urban areas in particular with some
sort of green belt designation – (as we have already
seen, exactly the sort of territory where a green belt
protection regime may apply varies under different
national system but that needn’t invalidate our point)
– and this often serves as a sort of pivotal backdrop
to planning decisions in such areas. We have already
argued that the degree of protectionism and “no-
build” starting points within green belt regimes
frequently directly impacts on what is permitted by
way of restoration work and restricts options.

Where the type of exception referred to in the
previous paragraph applies we have sidestepped
direct green belt applicability obviously, and again,
as has already been said, mineral extraction sites
in the united Kingdom for instance are not

defined as brownfield because they are deemed
a temporary use with restoration obligations
attached. they may be temporarily degraded but
they will be restored to something in accordance
with green belt requirements.

the fact remains though that not all green belt is
“green” anyway – indeed much is already quite badly
degraded. this can already be seen to give planning
authorities in various member states food for
thought when deciding just how restrictive regimes
are – what in reality is the current states of much of
the land that green belt regimes are looking to
protect? if already to a degree degraded and more
brown than green (whether technically defined as
such or not), then a sensitive restoration scheme
with clear local benefit, in accordance with other
local strategic and regional priorities, and which
incorporates some element of development may
not be wholly unthinkable to some.

Mineral site restoration undoubtedly provides an
opportunity to introduce an element of more
permanent and beneficial change into the landscape.
this opportunity for change should be factored in to
the wider planning of an area. in a peri-urban
location this planning could well involve the need to
accommodate the growth of the existing urban area.
in such situations it may be that some form of built
development restoration on mineral sites (or parts of
mineral sites) would be deemed permissible where
these present a planned and ‘sustainable’ option
and are integrated with green infrastructure and
biodiversity uses. so for example a mineral site close
to an existing built area will provide opportunities for
recreation, green infrastructure and biodiversity
benefits in direct association with wider housing
growth and in some instances may directly
accommodate that growth itself, in turn it may be
that the built development provides the funding for
the long term management of the other recreational
uses and other environmental benefits.
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the type of end-use will affect the nature and extent
of the management required. For example there will
usually be many more interventions in the case of
agricultural land restoration (agricultural aftercare
would typically include continuing seeding,
managing grazing levels and type, fertilisation,
drainage, herbicides, etc.) whereas much less
normally applies to recreation and housing end-uses
in short, where there is an economic driver at play,
(which normally means that people in some way
pay money to use land), there will tend to be fewer
long-term management implications. nevertheless
there are a set of management processes required
to get to this point of “self-sufficiency”. For example,
where the end-use is built development there
would typically be an management plan for
landscape planting.

in cases where an operator sells a site, complex long-
term management plans might evolve where for
example a management company is set up.
alternatively, the management is sometimes paid for
by the public authority or an environmental ngo as
opposed to by the operator. this in turn might bring
a different range of possibilities into play in terms of
what longer term management plans are put into
place and how this is financed.

6. older Consents are reviewed
where relevant
in the united Kingdom, this is done through the
roMp (review of old Mineral permissions) process
and has the effect of formally updating consents.
however, revision to consents doesn’t need to be
tied to quite such a specific formal process in order
to change older, (but not yet implemented), aspects
of restoration. if we accept that what consents
contain accurately reflect appropriate land-use in
any given place, then we should be able to map
their content back to things like the eu green
infrastructure strategy, to the detail of what is set
out in local european structural and investment
Funds (esiF) plans and to the various territorial
cohesion reports to see a coherent picture of what
was and is intended and required in the consents
that apply in any one place.

Mineral site working can be very long term – within
such timescales, policy and fashion change. a review
process to take account of such change is a good
thing not a bad thing. regulators or planning
authorities will review conditions of consent in any

event – maybe even at the instigation of an operator
if economic circumstances have changed for
example. the uK roMp system seems to be unique
in acting as an automatic flag-up but change does,
and ought, to take place and restoration schemes
reviewed elsewhere as a result of more operational
procedures included in systems.

review against new legal requirements is built into
the roMp and may well be the trigger for review
in many different systems. For example the
implementation of the landfill directive is a good
example of an instance where licenses will be
changed to reflect new legal requirements.
planning consents may also have to be changed
to reflect changes in the license which the operator
has been granted by the relevant regulator – in
which case clear communication and coherent
content in different documents will be vital.
otherwise problems easily arise and where for
example a national regulatory body doesn’t notify
a planning authority that they are making a
change to a license with an operator this can cause
all sorts of complications and issues. the results
of such reviews being known about and understood
by all, is therefore a key element of this good
practice principle.

7. biodiversity is designed in
this principle is of key importance – policy and
legislation dictates that biodiversity should be
designed in no matter what the restoration is for.
any end-use should do this and the relevant
biodiversity plusses should be taken into account
at extraction and even pre-extraction phase.

the requirement in the united Kingdom that
restoration work should make a positive contribution
rather than simply mitigating the negative serves as a
good example of policy directly driving best practice.
this we have already argued. this approach,
especially if combined with the site planning being
explicitly weaved into a larger-scale development
plan (as at 2 above) means that what will be done –
and what will result – in terms of biodiversity
contribution has to be thought about from an early
stage and worked into different key control
documents. any systems which places an obligation
upon an operator to show clear multiple benefit
before any license is issued or permission granted
is likely to have the same effect.
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3. broader/multiple
Contributions are planned For
this describes situations where mineral site
restoration is used to meet other agendas, and often
complementary multiple agendas where different
considerations might apply. the very act of
restoration provides opportunities to meet the
objectives of others. all positive contributions –
social, economic or environmental, somehow count.
helping meet housing targets, land-use targets,
providing green infrastructure, contributing towards
biodiversity gain, meeting demand for local
recreational facilities, etc. are all examples.

planning for multiple land use brings a particular
further dimension into play and minerals site
restoration is singularly well placed to adopt this
approach. this might apply, for example when
providing land for use as part of flood alleviation
strategies as well as for recreational use, or, in a
different instance, for flooding management whilst
at the same time providing valuable habitats.

if the site restoration work is identified in broader
development plans in line with 2 above, then the
process of producing that broader plan should
ensures alignment. in cases where there is a lack
of alignment the broader planning process can
determine what is settled upon and make an either
or choice as to usage/end use. in this way, the
planning process should serve to iron out conflict
but it also identifies potential, foresees issues and
analyses benefits in advance. it should also mean
that land use conflict can be headed off – for
example where recreational activity seems likely to
lead to a biodiversity loss, the first can be adjusted
in its nature or extent, or be compensated for in
another part of the planned restoration.

4. post-extraCtion land use
– single or multiple etC. –
is planned For in detail
this links to 2 above in particular, but is specifically
about use as opposed to the purposes/benefits of
those uses. it takes a consideration of what will
occur on a particular site to its furthest/ultimate
point in a timeline – hence also providing a link to 1.
there is also a correlation with resource efficiency
considerations here if we accept that multi-
functionality is of itself resource-smart. Multiple
usage in this way is perhaps the desired default
position from which one shifts only by exception.

there are often issues of incompatibility between
uses on multi-use sites and this needs careful
thought and management. it is about recognising
incompatibilities and on occasion necessitates
making difficult choices.

it may be about geographical zoning, where multiple
uses are designed into a site post-extraction but one
activity needs to kept away from another. this might
be done in such a way as to iron out incompatibilities,
by space management for example, or it might be
managed in a more “temporal” way so that different
activities are planned to happen at different times
and do not occur simultaneously.

there are issues of conflict avoidance here and
where two or more choices are irreconcilable,
choices and decisions will have to be made. in a
sense that can be in part about addressing gaps
between policy and implementation – this requires
a level of detail which can arguably only come from
the local level and where a system is in place such
as that described at 1. and 2. above or during the
determination of applications for mineral extraction.
these systems should enable informed choices and
decisions to be made however difficult and
however challenging the results.

5. short-term aFterCare and long-
term management is built in
it is common to find plans in place for “aftercare”
for the first five years say following completion of
restoration work. the detail of what the “aftercare”
looks like will vary given what the end-use is of course
but will tend for example to address agricultural
issues, soil management and planting maintenance.
the approach that is taken to longer term
management, and especially for nature conservation
uses, is more difficult to characterise and much more
varied in different places. Best practice will include
building in plans for the long-term.

the majority of end-uses are connected to “nature”
and include an element of natural conservation.
Whilst it is true that nature will tick over and
somehow look after itself it is important to be clear
that this will not necessarily happen in those ways
we want them to. Management interventions do
therefore need to be addressed and an operator
should, for example, plan and budget for that and
think about who they will partner with to do this
management work.
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10. a progressive restoration
approaCh is used
this is rooted in the principle that restoration work
can – and should – be phased, and can be started
whilst work continues on other parts of the same
site. this is widely seen as best practice and the
approach has already been widely adopted. it is now
the norm to restore as you go in order to minimise
the negative impact of a visual scar on the landscape.
the advantages are pretty obvious, one gets return
and benefit sooner, land goes back into cultivation
more quickly, and in stages, so less is lost and
displaced land take is minimised. trees can be
planted sooner and habitats can be delivered sooner
with the Biodiversity 2020 gains that result realised
much more quickly as a result.

the phased approach is not alWays feasible but
that is rare and such stated instances should be
questioned and challenged. the phased approach
requires careful project management, but no more
so than other aspects of extraction and restoration
work, and there is considerable expertise amongst
operators to do this. it may have cost implications,
but not necessarily so and the benefits in delivering
more, more quickly, against all sorts of eu policy
areas around land use and the environment, are such
as to outweigh any potential financial disbenefits.

11. enhanCements are inCluded in
the approaCh used
this describes an approach where things are done in
addition to that which is formally required. often this
will reflect opportunities that are only recognised
and grasped in the course of carrying out the
extraction or restoration work. however, the benefits
of this approach are not widely understood or are
little used as a result.

everyone is geared towards doing what is required
by different parts of different formal processes at
given points. that is perfectly reasonable and there is
little point of having such processes in place if their
detailed content is not a key focus. however, in this
section of the report we are looking at best and
good practice and that often goes beyond what is
formally required.

For example, enhancement might take the simple
form of doing more – of going beyond the originally
agreed target levels. it may also be that reaching
certain attainment levels might prove to require

more activity of certain types. it is also about doing
better as well as doing more – at better times in
better ways with secondary and tertiary benefits,
etc. in sum, the approach will very often be
characterised by being responsive and creative and
as such can serve to bring benefits against a wider
range of policy areas than was originally anticipated.
at such the principle can apply against any of the
various policy and legal frameworks looked at
throughout this report.

experience has shown that enhancements can also
save an operator money – as opposed to the exact
opposite which is often the assumption. in reality,
this can be a form of smart practice by which doing
something with an environmental gain at a given
point can save the need for expenditure further
on in the process.

12. non-operational land is
inCluded in sChemes
this is an emerging trend which sees wider tracts of
land in company ownership being included in an
overall site restoration scheme. this has clear
potential for bigger impact, better integration
with the wider area, landscape scale delivery, etc.
there is overlap with 9. above of course if this non-
operational land is in fact land from a previously
worked site which has already been restored in
some way, shape or form.

the approach increases the scope to work in the
smartest possible way, it enables positive use to be
made of – and benefits to be gained from – what
would otherwise be odd scraps of land etc, often
not connected in any practical way with their
immediate surroundings.

the integration of non-operational land with
operational areas results in bigger areas (obviously)
and hence increases the potential to end up with
much better quality restoration schemes of a much
larger size. there is a direct causal link then with the
potential scale of the benefits that can be gained
and hence the attractiveness of the proposition in
terms of securing license to operate and planning
permissions. there is a moot point to highlight here
which is that it is debatable whether non-operational
land should be included in the planning consent
anyway – doing so can cause operational issues and
there is a case by case discussion and negotiation
to be had in practice.
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assuming that building in biodiversity considerations
from a very early stage results in better impacts
and results – and that is not a difficult argument to
make – then the contribution this instance of good
practice should make to achieving Biodiversity 2020
target goals is an obvious one. the ecosystem
services dimension should not be overlooked
either and there are clear reference points back
to the Birds and habitats directives, to eia
requirements and to consideration about air,
water and soil quality, etc.

8. waste materials are used
appropriately to FaCilitate site
restoration
there is a europe-wide shift away from using waste
materials as fill to bring sites back to their original
level, with no-fill restorations increasingly common.
By implication this gives more opportunity for
wetland flooded restorations etc. where extraction
occurs below the water table.

increasingly the volume of waste available for use as
refill material is in decline for the reasons explored in
greater detail earlier in the report. – as a scarce
resource the appropriate kind of waste should be
targeted for priority uses such as creating restoration
fill as opposed to creating landraising or other land
engineering works such as bunds and similar on
construction sites. so ways of identifying and
incentivising the best use of waste as part of
restorations is an imperative. otherwise there is a
risk of working with an over-restricted set of options
and of missing the benefits and opportunities that
terrestrial fill are capable of bringing in the right
sets of circumstances.

at the same time, as the draw towards wetland
restoration continues, it is important to ask
whether wetland really is such a priority for so
much restoration as compared to other habitats
outcomes. does this offer the most needed
ecosystem services and how do such wetland
restorations fit with green infrastructure and access
requirements? have the more easily recreated
habitats been created as opposed to those more
difficult to create? of course the answer should be
that this is considered and determined as part of
the sort of broader process highlighted at items 1.
and 2. above where different factors are weighed
one against the other and some sort of objective
decision-making exercise is carried out.

however close to, or remote from, this situation
we may find ourselves, the key contributory factor
played by the availability or otherwise of inert
solid waste needs to be recognised.

9. Consideration is given to
restoration oF past sites
past or closed sites are the ones that are always
the most difficult to deal with, and ownership will
often have changed post-restoration with the site
having no relationship to any current extraction
activity, etc. the consideration applies to sites
where previous restoration (purpose) no longer
works or applies. For example, a past site may well
not have been restored to current standards (not
necessarily making it bad practice, indeed it may
have been the best practice of its day and should
be recognised as such); it may also be that it has
previously been restored to a use which is now
no longer sustainable.

Whatever the detail of the individual story, there is
now a problem and that needs to be dealt with.
however it is not one that falls within the scope of
current applications to restore sites so one is
working with a restricted set of tools. For example
it may prove possible to reach agreement that an
operator can for example link a former site to an
adjoining current one and use land on the previous
site for access in the interim and then re-restore it
alongside the current one. an operator may also feel
there is value in buying it and using it for whatever
agreed purpose and then having it form part of a
later, larger, combined restoration increasing the
size and therefore scope for that particular
restoration plan.

there are links here both to the territorial agenda
with its focus on using land in an intelligent joined
up way in changing circumstances and indeed with
using land as a resource where it can be shown
that parcelling up land in different ways helps bring
about better outcomes of whatever nature. as an
instance of good practice its desirability is easy
enough to see but it is genuinely difficult to make
happen on occasion and it can prove extremely
hard to find a clear case for intervention by any
one party. it may yet turn out to be an instance
where some sort of grant aid scheme is necessary
to incentivise events in the required way at the
local level.
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although immured in controversy, there is also a link
with biodiversity off-setting here with non-operational
land being seen, by some at least, as a ready
contender to be offered up as land on which to locate
off-setting activity. notwithstanding the larger-scale
debate within which any consideration will almost
inevitably have to be framed, the prima facie case can
be readily enough grasped if not agreed with.

in sum, making smart use of as much land as is
potentially available for inclusion within restoration
schemes can enhance the value of the work and
increase the scope and nature of the benefits to be
realised across a wider piece of land.
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